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Submissions to Broadsheet
We are receiving-a lot of letters and really like reading
them. Letters for publication should be kept short to
allow as many as possible to be published, say 400 words.
All letters, group news, coming events should be typed.
At the moment many items are hand written and this
means we must type them ourselves before they are sent
for typesetting. We are all only 2-finger typists so this is
time-consuming. Please make sure your contribution is
typed, double-spaced. If it is absolutely impossible for
you to type something then carefully print it, missing
every second line.
We receive many contributions for the “ Hogwash”
pages. These pour in, clearly showing the extent of
sexist advertising and also that women notice these and
object to them. Unfortunately, we can’t publish them
all so don’t be disappointed if we don’t use your contribu
tion, keep on sending them.

Broadsheet’s photo exhibition
Thirty three women submitted portfolios of work to our
photographic exhibition. It was really exciting receiving
all these photographs. We were very grateful that
almost all the work was mounted. The standard of
work is uniformly very high and it was interesting that
most of the women who sent photographs this year,
had not done so for last year’s competition. We
wonder just how many women there are seriously
working on photography at the moment.
We had to reduce the over 150 photographs to a number
which the places organised for the exhibition of the
photos could handle. We asked photographer Marti
Friedlander to help with this and finally 44 photographs
were selected. The final exhibition shows a selection of
the work of a large number of women.

Posters
We have had a poster printed for the exhibition. This is
large, black and white with glossy paper and it has one
of the photographs submitted on it. This photograph
was taken by Sharyn Cederman. Also just available is
a large three colour poster advertising Broadsheet. This
was designed by Vanya Lowry whose work you will
have see in our magazine and on our covers.
Elsewhere in the magazine you will find more inform
ation about these posters and details of how much they
are and where you can buy them.

Logo
Last month’s cover featured our new logo, designed
by Vanya Lowry.

Borrowing books
We have only a small library. These range from
technical self-help books, feminist theory and history, to
feminist novels. Many are newly printed from abroad and
are difficult to get. Some have been borrowed and not
returned. Please return any you have as we need them for
reference. If you have any books about women which
you do not need or would like to donate, please send
them to us. We can then begin to build up a collection
which we can refer to.

H ie Collective
Broadsheet’s survival has always depended on long term
commitments by volunteers who are prepared to give up
their leisure time to work in various areas. Some of these
women are solo mothers, some are full-time students,
others have full-time jobs. Learning the skills, working to
a deadline, fulfilling undertakings, teaches our workers
responsibility and develops an ability for co-operative
effort. Broadsheet values this and recently invited
women, who had sustained their effort over a period to
join its collective. Broadsheet needs the stimulus of
different opinion in order to avoid stagnation, limitation
of vision and an unbalanced workload. One of the excit
ing compensations for the anxiety, self-doubt and
conflict in politics, is the feeling of warmth and support
we get from each other and the shared hope that one
day we will see a better society.

You can purchase a copy of
this poster by writing to
Broadsheet,
P.O. Box 47261, Auckland
enclosing 50 cents.

IHmmivision
Jn exhibition o f photographs by mmien

Auckland: Public Library. September 27-October I4
Wellington: Theatre 87. 87 The Terrace. October 18-24
Wellington Public Library. October 25 - November 12
Christchurch: Town Hall. November 22 - December 17
Dunedin: The Regent Theatre Fover. The Octagon. January 17 February 10
Hamilton: Public Library. February 14 - March II

presented by Broadsheet
A k r Zealand's feminist magazine

We will send it to you carefully
packaged so it won’t be damaged. Or
call in at our offices at 65 Victoria St
West and get a copy straight from us.
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The crux o f our
oppression
Dear Broadsheet,
I would like to comment on Julie
Thompson’s editorial ‘Feminist
Alternatives’ in the May Broadsheet.
I honestly don’t think that the est
ablishment of feminist alternatives
can be seen as a way of gaining power
for women. It seems to me that before
we go propagating this idea, we should
give it a lot more thought and
discussion.
Two articles in the May Broadsheet
give a very good indication of where
women’s oppression really lies. One is
the report on the P.M.’s conference,
the other Sally Cass well’s ‘Chemical
Warfare’.
Analysing these two articles we can
see that the centre of women’s
oppression is power - male class power.
No feminist alternative will eliminate
that. The fundamental question for
the women’s movement should be
power - who has power and who
hasn’t. As we clearly saw by the P.M’s
conference, men have power over
women. They make economic, political
and social decisions about our lives decisions we should be making. We
should be thinking about ways of
challenging male power, not about
setting up alternative institutions.
Alternatives don’t really work. Julie
says that alternatives pose a challenge
which will weaken male power. What
challenge ? Men can destroy our
feminist alternatives as soon as
they feel they constitute a threat.
They have the power to do it. Besides
alternatives reach very few people,
usually the converted. Also the havens
they provide can make us lose sight
of reality. They can make us lose sight
of the real fight. The fight out there.
Women’s oppression is a political
fnatter affecting all women. What we
need is to create a mass, political
women’s movement and to start

organising political resistance against
our oppressors. A strong united
women’s movement might pose a far
greater challenge than any alternative
ever will. We need to learn much more
about which methods of organisation
we need. We need to clarify our goals
and to define who our enemies really
are. We should not be talking about
getting service organisations; we
should be thinking about getting our
selves organised politically. Service
organisations might be useful, but
they are hardly what one would call
political action. If we keep insisting
on service organisations the move
ment will operate as a service providing
a model rather than as a tool for
achieving women’s liberation.
Let’s stop talking about whether or
not we are going to work inside or
outside the system. The issue is
obvious. We are going to have to do
both, and we are going to use many
different ways to do it. The real
question is not whether we work,
inside or outside the system. The real
question is what and who are we work
ing for ? What are our goals ? How
much are we compromising and with
whom. And finally, what do we really
mean by a feminist revolution ?
We need to find ways of politically
enallenging societal institutions. If we
don’t find these ways the movement
will remain marginal and eventually it
will become irrelevant. If we insist on
putting our energy into alternatives
and servicing the movement will
become a service agency and will lose
all of its political impact.
At the beginning of her editorial Julie
said ‘The problem when devising tactics
for the women’s movement in N.Z. is
that the movement has no broad
political base’. I agree ! But what are
we doing about it ? Let’s not divert
ourselves into alternatives. Let’s go
after the real thing.
For a Women’s Revolution,
Pilar Michalka
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A n unpleasant
claustrophobic little
nation
Dear Broadsheet,
Communication has suffered serious
setbacks in the past twelve months.
Two New Zealand magazines for
women have folded. Postal rates have
been increased. This has a damaging
long term effect on publication and
correspondence.
Cutting of grants to the arts and
education has stunted our cultural
growth. Some new schools have
special rooms for video equipment which does not appear to be forth
coming. Yet the Government can
afford 10 second-hand RAF Andover
transport aircraft at a cost of $13
million.
Countries suffer food shortages. None
suffer from a shortage of guns.
Several American cities are on the
verge of bankruptcy but billions of
dollars continue to be available for
nuclear weapons.
The numbers of private Malaysian
students coming to New Zealand to
study will dwindle dramatically next
year as a result of a Government
decision to limit any nationality to
40% of the total number.
Where do we go from here ?
Obviously, we are enroute to becoming
a rather unpleasant, claustrophobic
little nation.
Eleanor Moyles,
A u ck la n d .

Prostitutes in reverse
Dear Broadsheet,
Congratulations on your fourth
birthday. As one of your founding
mothers, 1 was uneasy when you
came out from the underground

and went onto the bookstalls, but
your survival has proved me wrong,
thank goodness, as the women of
New Zealand could ill afford to
lose your voice.
But why on earth are you not tak
ing a decisive lead in fighting the
disgusting campaign by Bert Walker
against solo mothers and unemploy
ed women? Surely this should be
taken up as the major issue, far
more important than the alleged
connection between Gloria Steinem
and the CIA! Broadsheet should be
providing the impetus for a sus
tained counter-attack. The issues
are clear: According to the Depart
ment’s logic, women receive benefit
solely because they have no man to
support them or their children, so
getting a new man makes benefit
unnecessary. In fact, they get
money because society makes it
impossible for them to support
themselves - they have insufficient
training, female wages are low, and
childcare almost non-existent.
Unemployed women receive bene
fit to make up for the income they
personally have lost, not for lack of
a man’s support. Whatever Depart
ment “policy” may be I doubt if
they can legally withhold unemploy
ment benefit from single unemploy
ed women, at least. Where DPB is
concerned, is having sexual relations
sufficient grounds for withholding
it? If so we are prostitutes in
reverse - the Department pays us
not to fuck. Women must organise
to fight these ludicrous, paternal
istic, sadistic policies. The judge
ments ordering repayment of vast
sums by the poorest group in our
society must be exposed as
inhuman, unjust and insane; the
victims must be given support, their
difficulties publicised, and other
potential victims shown how to
resist this kind of attack. Come on,
Broadsheet, get stuck in!
Anne Else
London

Another view on class
Dear Broadsheet,
Val Cole (Broadsheet, September)
questions whether women have class
positions other than belonging to the
class ‘woman’. I don’t want to
quibble over whether women are a
class or not (for me the word class is
already fully loaded with the meaning
Marx gave it), but I do take issue with
Val over whether ‘to see women in
class positions is inherently sexist’.

Val suggests that having a class posit
ion is a matter of ‘identifying with’
the class one is married to or fathered
by, as though women have some
choice in this. To me class position
can’t be escaped from. Each of us
has some means of support and how
we get that money is where our class
position derives from. Some women
get it from their husbands (who in
turn get it in a variety of ways).
Others earn wages (overall less than
men do). Others run businesses and
employ people - their income is profit.
And others have unearned income
from investment and inherited
wealth.
These distinctions are crude ones, but
useful. Feminists have long recog
nised that whether we live off our own
or our husband’s income matters.
That is some women’s first and clear
est class relationship - economic dep
endence on men. Our wage system is
still (despite the Equal Pay Act) based
on the assumption that all women are
economic attachments to men.
But as feminists we are slower to admit
that whether our income (ours or his)
is from wages, salary, investment or
profit also has a lot to do with where
our interests lie, and directly affects
how we feel on most political issues.
Even sticking to narrowly feminist
issues I would predict that the woman
who lives off unearned income would
differ markedly from the woman living
off her own wages, half of which go on
child care, in attitudes towards and
strength of feeling about, for example,
child care, equal pay and representat
ion of women on public boards.
Though both women are oppressed as
women it is also true that there are
differences between them, and ;o gloss
over these and suggest they don’t
matter is where the New Zealand
women’s movement has come un
stuck. As a socialist feminist I ident
ify with women and I identify with
fellow workers because my interests
lie with both groups. Yet sometimes
talking to feminists I get the impres
sion this is considered two timing or
even treacherous.
I believe that understanding class is
crucial to the women’s movement at
present. If we don’t face it we will
become impotent. Issues are coming
up almost daily on which we could
act. But we don’t act because we
don’t see their importance and we
haven’t worked out our position and
we are in conflict amongst ourselves
over how to act.
Finally, I wonder why Val writes a
letter suggesting I am sexist, and
ironically I think it is because she
wants women united and sees the
introduction of the class issue as div

isive. But failure to recognise or dis
cuss class is equally divisive and
certainly alienates me. Class does
have reality for working class women
(who are on the losing end of it)
whether or not this is articulated.
A working class woman reading
Broadsheet finds little recognition of
what is a key issue in her life. This
doesn’t mean I want more articles
on socialism and feminism, but that
I would like an underlying under
standing of class to permeate all that
Broadsheet publishes.
Camille Guy

Our right to honest
answers
Dear Sisters,
I would like to reply to Kate JasonSmith’s letter (September) regarding
the Gloria Steinem issue. I think that
this whole issue has demonstrated how
tied we are to patriarchal attitudes.
We are afraid to confront issues,
seeing always the personal not the
political. What we have is documenta
tion of the fact that Gloria Steinem
once worked for an anti-communist,
CIA-funded and controlled organisat
ion. What we know is that the CIA has
set out to destroy those in the world
who argue against existing oppressive
structures (ie feminists amongst others).
What we as feminists do have a right
to ask is, is Gloria Steinem still part of
the structures in the US such as the
CIA, because if she is then much of
the feminist movement is in danger.
To feel this is not to be paranoid, look
at the ever-mounting revelations from
the US, look at the CIA’s involvement
in New Zealand, Chile etc. As feminists
we have the right to honest answers, to
a hearing. This Gloria Steinem has
refused. On the other hand, Jane
Alpert, accused of giving information
to the FBI about her Weathersisters
has spoken openly and answered
questions put to her. I think each
feminist must be prepared to do this
over any issue. (Hence the Hamilton
Feminists answers to criticisms of the
drama evening). What we must not do
is trash (MS. May 1976) one another,
destroy the personal not the political.
Sisterhood can only develop where
there is honest open discussion. It is
Gloria Steinem who has closed this
door, not Redstockings. Let us in
New Zealand learn from this.
Sarah Calvert

The Fallacy of Conditioning
“ Conditioning” , used as an explanation of woman’s
second class status, is questioned by CH R ISTIN E D AN N ,
who argues that repression is still the prime factor in
keeping woman in her place.
“Top Union jobs still male
preserve” says the headline of
the feature article in the June
14tii N.Z. Women's Weekly. A
female union official gives her
explanation of this phenomenon “social conditioning”. She blames
women for not being prepared
to take on the responsibility.
Why are there so few women
politicians, lawyers, doctors,
plumbers, carpenters, farmers,

school principals, trade union i
officials, senior civil servants,
managers, p ilo ts......Why are
there so few women in high status,
highly paid jobs ? Why are there
so few skilled tradeswomen? Why
are over 60% of the working
women of New Zealand concent
rated in the relatively lowstatus, poorly-paid occupations
of secretary, typist, nurse, shop
assistant, primary teacher, seam
stress, waitress, barmaid, cook,
cashier and clerical worker ?

The old explanation for the failure of
women to reach the “ better” jobs and
the top positions in society was that
they were inherently inferior. This
supposed genetic inferiority was given
as a reason for not letting women work
outside the home at all - women were
believed to be neither strong enough
nor intelligent enough to cope with
more than children and housework.
Women were thought to be born with
limited abilities and those women who,
against all odds, managed some measure
of success outside the home were dis
missed with cruel jibes such as Samuel
Johnson’s description of a woman
preacher : “ Sir, a woman’s preaching is
like a dog walking on its hind legs. It
is not done well; but you are surprised
to find it done at all.” Nowadays only
the most reactionary consider that
women are born inferior. Too many
strong and intelligent women have
disproved that theory - women can be
just as brave, clever, resourceful and
successful as men. Yet now that wo
men can work outside the home, they
are still concentrated in low-status,
poorly-paid occupations. Even where
a profession offers opportunities for
advancement, as teaching does, the
great majority of women remain as
classroom teachers, while men become
principals and inspectors. Why don’t
women enter a wider variety of jobs,
and why don’t they advance to the top
equally with men ? The old explanation
- inherited inferiority - has been dis
credited. A new explanation, accepted
by both women and men, has arisen to
take its place. Conditioning. Women
are not making progress because they
have been conditioned not to.
A poster put out by the National
Organisation of Women in America
puts it this way : “ This normal baby
has a handicap - she was born female.
Unequal because she is unwilling to
achieve, Underpaid because she believe:
she is second-best, Used because, she is
taught only to please ...” In other
words, she is conditioned into her
inferior position, and her second-class
status is a result of the brainwashing
she has received. Or as the female
trade union official mentioned above

puts it : “ Despite what some feminists
say, the reason there is so much
imbalance is the fault of the women
themselves .... Women simply do not
want to take on the responsibility ...
They grow up accepting the status quo
and unfortunately it’s only a small,
although vocal, minority who are
prepared to get in and rock the boat.”
What does this word “conditioning”
mean ? The term comes originally
from experiments conducted on
animals, the most famous experiment
ers being the Russian Pavlov and the
American Skinner. Skinner’s theories
still excite interest and have become
part of the popular mythology, much
as Freud’s theories on women became
popularised and provided a “scientific”
justification for keeping women house
bound and treating them as “special”
creatures. Skinner produced desired
responses in animals by rewarding them
for appropriate behaviour. For
example, hungry pigeons were taught
to play a form of ping pong by being
rewarded with food every time they
made an appropriate move. Similar
experiments have been tried with
people, especially “bad” people.
Difficult school classes, retarded child
ren and prison inmates have been
involved in “behaviour modification”
programmes, whereby good behaviours
are given suitable rewards, such as
money, sweets, free time, etc. It does
not matter whether the experimental
subjects understand what is happening
or not - like the pigeons, the retarded
child is originally rewarded for accid
ental “ correct” behaviour, and then
comes to repeat the behaviour for the
sake of the reward.
Conditioning is therefore a process of
moulding behaviour, using rewards
(and sometimes punishments) to pro
duce appropriate responses. The subject
being conditioned need not even be
aware that he/she is being conditioned.
Is this an accurate way to describe the
way in which women are kept down in
our society ? More importantly, is it
the chief means by which women are
prevented from reaching the top ?
As a theory, it has several flaws, and
more and more feminists are beginning
to question it. They keep meeting
“liberal” men who say things like :
“We’d like to hire (more) women, have
more women in positions of responsib
ility, do more for women - but the
women don’t come forward. Poor
things - they have to overcome their
conditioning first.” It’s not our fault it’s theirs, “It’s the fault of the women
themselves.” They are not clever
enough, hardworking enough, aware
enough. Us, now - well, that’s a

different story. We're part of the small,
vocal, “ minority who are prepared to
get in and rock the boiat.”
Hold on a minute ! How did successful
women get to be part of this superior
minority ? Weren’t they conditioned
too ? Weren’t they dressed in pink at
birth ; given dolls to play with; told to
play quietly and keep clean ; taught to
cook and sew and put on make-up;
asked to be secretary, not president, of
the clubs they joined; encouraged to
marry, have kids and settle down ?
And weren’t they “rewarded” by
parental and social approval for these
behaviours, and “punished” by social
disapproval of “tomboyish” behaviour.
Well, I was, and I’m prepared to bet
that you and the trade union official
and nearly every other woman in the
country grew up accepting that sort of
“conditioning.” Then how come we
aren’t all still back at home, rocking
the cradle instead of rocking the boat ?
How is it that there are any women
trade union officials at all, to criticise
other women for their passivity ?
One explanation, of course, could be
that some women manage to escape the

10 repress: keep under, put
down, prevent from
sounding, bursting out or
rioting. [Oxford
Dictionary].
sort of conditioning which keeps their
sisters down. Perhaps all the feminists,
and the women in top positions, some
how escaped or were impervious to, the
brainwashing which is supposed to
enslave their sisters. I have indicated
that this theory does not seem very
plausible, although it still has to be
tested. I think of the university women
and the charladies I used to work with were they unequal because they were
unwilling to achieve ? No - the great
majority worked hard and did their
jobs well. Were they underpaid because
they believed they were second best ?
I doubt it. They had respect for them
selves - much more respect than male
union officials, bosses and lecturers
ever accorded them. It is not women
who are at fault, who are lacking - it is
the system which downgrades and
denigrates their abilities, and pushes
them into inferior positions.
No feminist would deny that males and
females in our society are encouraged,
or “conditioned” to display different
character traits, with females being
taught and expected to be less aggress
ive, more co-operative more emotional,

less courageous and so on. However,
they would strongly deny that it is the
conditioned characteristics themselves
which are the cause of inferiority. Crosscultural studies such as Margaret Mead’s
“Male and Female” have made us aware
that there are societies where men are
considered to be emotional, gentle,
romantic, cunning and co-operative
and women are thought to be strong,
hard-headed, practical, and so forth.
There are societies, unlike ours, where
women form the majority of farmers,
doctors, labourers and other
“masculine” occupations. Yet these
societies have one thing in common
with ours - no matter how the women
are characterised or “conditioned” , no
matter what occupations their
“conditioning” leads them into, they
are still second-class citizens. Men
define what is to be valued and reward
ed, and run the society accordingly, to
their advantage. To be successful,
women must adopt “ male” values,
something which runs contrary to our
training and which can also be repulsive
in itself - for example, adopting the
“value of aggressiveness”. When women
in the West managed to overcome their
“anti-mechanical” conditioning in a
big way and took over the previously
“ masculine” occupation of type
writing, the status and pay of typists
dropped accordingly. Heads they win,
tails we lose.
Feminists would also deny that condi
tioning is the cause of female
oppression, and not an effect.
Conditioning is a system of providing
rewards for appropriate responses. It is
not surprising that many women choose
the vards of conventional female
behaviour over the pain of stepping out
of line. We must ask ourselves who
determines the rewards, and why ?
“Conditioning” does not happen in a
vacuum - some people are conditioned
by other people, and for good reasons.
Obviously men have a stake in perpet
uating both our present conditioning
and the theory that conditioning is
some sort of “ natural” process (like
being born dumb) which it is up to
individual women to work hard to
overcome. Bertrand Russell recognised
what was happening when in 1926 he
wrote in “ On Education” : ... “men
have thought it attractive in women to
be full of irrational terrors, because it
gave men a chance to seem protective
without incurring any real danger.”
How much feminine failure to achieve
in our society can be comfortably
blamed on conditioning - and how
much is due to the not-so-nice

Continued on page 40

Sue Kedgley on the leaderless movement
SUSAN KEDGLEY, an activist from the early women’s
movement in New Zealand was recently back on a visit to
New Zealand. Shona Abemethy and Sandra Coney talked
to her about the women’s movement and IWY.
and the Mid-west something to rally
around and didn’t distract any fem
inist energy as far as I’m aware. In
developing nations it was really the
first symbol around which women
could rally.
I read an article in Broadsheet which

Photo: Sandra Coney

Sue Kedgley: I don’t agree with
Broadsheet’s view that International
Women’s Year was a disaster; it could
only be that if you allow it to be. In
America feminists largely ignored it
which was probably the best thing to
do there. On the other hand it gave
the masses of women out in Ohio

Sue Kedgley; “We need leaders to give a new dynamism
6

said that the “blue rinse set” was
taking over the women’s movement
because of IWY. That can’t happen
unless they are allowed to take over.
Anyway, they can have their con
sciousnesses raised as much as anyone
else can. My mother, for example,
got involved through IWY and now
is very involved in the abortion issue
at a grass roots level. She’s doing
things which we don’t have to do
anymore. She’s not sucking my
energy or distracting from the feminist
movement... I mean the leadership
of the radical wing is in disarray.
Broadsheet: Do you see the activity
of women at this level as just a process?
SK: Yes first of all it is a process and
we need all sorts of possible entry
points for women across the spect
rum, but secondly, we must constan
tly keep in mind the distinction
between reformist and revolutionary
goals. The issues which these women
will be involved in - equal pay, child
care etc - are simply reforms but
they are essential so that women have
the time and energy to tackle more
revolutionary ideas. There is a danger
that one can get so involved in com
mittees that not enough emphasis is
put on consciousness-raising.
Broadsheet: I feel that male patriar
chal approval of these reformist
institutions amounts to cooption of
the revolutionary impetus that some
women have.
SK: Nothing mobilises women more
than the straightforward radical rhet
oric we came out with at first; it
really stirred and electrified people.
There’s been very little really new,
stirring ideological thought for years.
It’s so boring, there’s nothing mag
netic or charismatic to challenge these
women’s attachment to reform. The
new Redstockings’ book “ Feminist
Revolution” really arouses me, nothing
has stirred me up and made me think
as much for years.

Broadsheet: It seems that some
feminists who really worked for IWY
have had a change of heart and feel
little has been achieved.
SK: I don’t think you can measure
success in terms of government,
especially when you’ve just had a
change of government. I think it’s
not possible to measure the success of
the year, you can’t really measure
revolutionary changes, they’re
changes in consciousness. Looking at
New Zealand it seems a great many
women were taken quite a few steps
further down the road. Now there’s
a great pool of potential that can be
moved even further.
Broadsheet: I think women are
beginning to realise the difficulties
of grappling with men in power. Men
who allowed them the time and
money to put forward IWY......
SK: I don’t think it’s very helpful to
go into that jargon about all men are
the oppressors and male supremacy.
It’s true but it’s too simplistic. It
might be more interesting to look at
how men have been able to make us
so passive and make us believe in their
values. You only have power if you
have people who are prepared to
follow. We must understand male
political structures if we are going to
deal with them. We have to under stand the enemy. There is value in
separatism, in establishing a woman
identity, but the problem will not go
away if we ignore it. It doesn’t have
to be the extremes of separatism or
be men’s assistants.
In Norway they have about 12 femin
ists in Parliament and as they realise
the absolute necessity of keeping in
touch with women, with conscious
ness raising, they have a feminist
caucus and have surrounded them
selves deliberately with women. There
are many women in the lower
echelons of the political structure in
Norway which acts as a launching base
to enable a feminist caucus to develop
in Parliament.
Broadsheet: What’s happening over
seas is interesting but I feel we must
look more closely at what’s different
about New Zealand men and women
from the rest of the world rather than
what’s similar. Women in New Zea
land seem to have so much further to
go than women in other developed
countries. It seems such an enormous

step to cope with power at the top
when we haven’t even women with
knowledge of how the system works
at the bottom. The male ethic in New
Zealand seems that much stronger.
SK: Beneath the New Zealand jock
male there is such loneliness and
inability to relate to one another
unless they’re drunk. They really need
men’s consciousness raising groups, not
that women should waste time on
them, but if they could organically
develop......
In IWY Sweden did an in-depth quest
ionnaire of the subjective reality of
men in that country and they found
that men were incredibly lonely and
unhappy, couldn’t relate, didn’t know
how to reach out, didn’t know how
to express feelings ... the desperation
of that drunkenness in pubs is so
immense.
Another thing about New Zealand is
that there is such stagnation, such
deep-seated fear of change. There is a
complete refusal to take responsibility
which is why Muldoon is in power.
People in New Zealand have a deep
desire not to think about their
problems, not to take responsibility
for their own lives. This is seen in the
women’s movement too ... we haven’t
dealt with the issue of leadership,
especially in radical feminist groups and
this is crippling. We need people who
will initiate and will then see things
through to the bitter end. And they
must be accountable. So many pro
jects fail and no one has to think about
why they fail or take responsibility.
Broadsheet: When our feminist pro
jects constantly don’t come to
anything, it does really bad things to
us. If women are ever going to build
up confidence, we’ve got to see things
being successful. If constantly nothing
is happening, it makes you feel more
powerless, more hopeless, more
personally defeated.
SK: I think there is an irrational fear
of anyone emerging ....
Broadsheet: At the moment people
who do put a lot of energy into
projects end up with a lot of de facto
power and feel uncomfortable and
uneasy because they’re doing things
they’re not sure they’ve got the
authority to do.
SK: And are never given the
credit for. If you don’t have leader
ship you have surreptitious or covert,
7
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manipulative leadership. Leadership
in fact means someone who has
initiative, energy, commitment, skills:
these sort of people should be recog
nised. The other reason why people
are so afraid of leadership is because
they’ve seen what has happened to
leaders in the feminist movement who
have been crucified. When you take
on leadership you take risks and
expose yourself to criticism. Many
women with incredible talents in
New Zealand are too afraid to. go out
there because they’ve seen what’s
happened to other women. They’re
afraid they’ll be accused of being on
a power trip.
I have only recently been able to see
any value in what I did in the move
ment in New Zealand. I felt guilty and
ashamed that I had allowed myself to
be manipulated by the media. I felt
guilty because I had been created as
a leader and leaders are lepers. I can
now see the positive and negative
things I did. I had a lot of commit
ment and enthusiasm but I was also
extremely dogmatic and insensitive.
It’s easy to feel superior because you
have a feminist understanding. A
radical feminist must constantly art
iculate what she feels is radical
feminism but you can do it without
scorning.
Broadsheet: Does your job allow you
to have contact with feminists in the
States?
SK: My job is dealing with women in
developing nations. Helping them get
the preconditions to fight from. My
job is to try to develop a conscious
ness of the need for transformation
of women’s status. The feminism
must emerge from their own recognit-
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ion and within their own culture. I
am working for women and paid for
it although it’s not feminism in the
true sense of the word. In the UN
there are some very active feminists.
There’s been a tremendous change of
attitude in the UN because of IWY..
It’s a continual struggle and frust
ration but it’s a continual conscious
ness-raising process. I work with a
very supportive group of women so
that it’s a delight to be at work.
Although there are many women at
the UN there are none at the highest
levels. But it is possible to work in
such institutions if you do conscious
ly develop support systems for
women.
It was the same sort of thing in the
early days of the movement in New
Zealand. There were only about five
of us in our group but there was a
tremendous amount of support and
encouragement which enabled us to
make forays out into the world and
come back and get reinforced. I had
condoms thrown at me at the Rotarians but it didn’t upset me - 1 could
distance myself from it.
What happened in the early days was
that we had a sense of “it worked”
If we focus all our energies on a
project and it’s a success that gives
a great sense of achievement. If you
do something which fails that’s
crippling but if it’s a success it devel
ops its own momentum. There’s so much
happening, especially in New Zealand with Muldoon the temptation is to
scatter and disperse your energies. If
you try to deal with too many things
you lose focus, coherence and
momentum. In fact, at this stage,
there is so much talk of powerless
ness and helplessness, almost as
important as tackling any of the pro
blems would be to simply do some
thing successful - something which
gave a great sense of exhilaration. We
need leaders to give a new dynamism
- new radical ideas which will mobilise
people.
Recycling envelopes
Remember to send us envelopes for
recycling. Send to P.O. Box 47-261
or deliver to 65 Victoria St West,
Auckland.

Women in Papua New Guinea
Janet McCallum talks to Meg Taylor about the
situation of women in P apua New Guinea.
Meg Taylor is a lawyer and a
member of the Women’s Action
Group in Port Moresby, the capi
tal of Papua New Guinea. She
studied law in Australia and
returned to work for two years
as a research officer in the Prime
Minister’s department. She is
currently completing her training
at the Legal Institute in Port
Moresby.
What concrete achievements came out
o f IW Y here?
I think the main one was the conven
tion that was held. Never before have
women from all over the country met
and discussed issues that were vitally
important to them. Also the estab
lishment of the Women’s Advisor’s
Office in the Prime Minister’s depart
ment. That, I think, could have been
more effective. It’s a permanent office
not just for IWY.
Recently, we have done a lot of work
on a total restructuring of it - making
it more accessible to people in rural
areas. We hope to set up regional co
ordinators who will work for the pro
vincial co-ordinating committees, with
area authorities, local governments, the
Central Planning Office and the Prime
Minister’s department feeding informa
tion into the main office in Port
Moresby. There’ll be one woman
who’ll head it but she should have a
staff of three here, and hopefully, staff
based in three or four regions.
And what about the National Federa
tion o f Women? Has that got o ff the
ground?
They have a constitution. I think it’s
going to kick off but I’m going to be
looking at it. There’s a few slip ups.
From what I know, there’s no provi
sion to allow it to be politically active,
and I think that’s the biggest mistake
we have ever made. What’s the use of
having a federation if we can’t mobi
lise the women because the constitu
tion prohibits it? It’s ridiculous. The
Federation’s got to be more like a

union, and we’ve got to involve edu
cated women in this.
Does it have provision for strong links
with village women?
It does. I think if the federation can
be established, its strength will be that
it’s got links right back at village level,
and that should be the basis from
which the Women’s Advisor’s Office
in Port Moresby can function.
Do you think that educated Papua
New Guinean women and village wo
men have common concerns? Is it
possible to bridge the gap between
them?
I think that would be unrealistic. I
mean there are areas of common con
cern, but the fact is that a lot of us
who are educated have been exposed
to different ways of doing things.
What I think is good about educated
women in this country is that most of
them are concerned primarily about
what is going on in rural areas, and
how they can use their education to
help.
When you look at traditional Papua
New Guinean society, are there any
customs which favour women?
I couldn’t speak for the whole of
Papua New Guinea. But from what I
know - hearsay - in matrilineal socie
ties, the position of inheritance
through the mother is very powerful
on the Gazelle peninsula (around
Rabaul) and in the Trobriands. But
there’s no real outward sign of it.
I think women in traditional society in
the Highlands, where I come from,
have their power which they use very
subtly. When there was traditional
warfare, women were always feared as
the sorcerers, intermarrying with dif
ferent clans. Because then if there
were warring clans, it was always
feared that she would collect the se
men of the man, and send it back to
her clan and they would make sorcery
on him. But I think that role is start
ing to change.
What are some o f the areas in which

Meg Taylor

custom goes against women and
oppresses them1?
They’re not directly involved in deci
sion making at the village level,
because their main preoccupation is to
feed the family, care for the children,
and also work in the garden. This
keeps them out of circulation so
they’re not completely involved. They
can hear about it at night b u t ....

rural areas, tradition is still very strong.
A man will probably have much more
right.

Do you think their fairly strong
economic role in traditional society
gives them some power?
I think their strength economically
was only because of the transaction
that went on between clans to pur
chase them by bride price. The wo
men worked, they supplied the food
and the goods for barter, but they
were never involved in direct trans
actions.
What about matters to do with the
family ? Do women have many rights?
In most areas in Papua New Guinea, I
think that women didn’t really have
many rights. When it came to a break
up in marriage, the man usually has
prior claim.

There would never be a case o f it going
to court anyway?
Only in cases like the famous one in
Mount Hagen where a man had a cattle
project on his wife’s land but died
without leaving any sort of will. I
think that’s still being contested as to
who had the right of ownership, his
wife or his brothers.

What would happen to a woman in
that situation?
She could leave, and take her children,
but then that would mean the repay
ment of the bride price to the other
clan. I speak specifically of the High
land situation because the clan she’s
married into has a vested interest in
her and her ability to have children.
If she runs away, then her clan would
have to compensate. She’s regarded as
a valuable asset but it’s only from the
point of view that she is going to have
children to contribute to the man’s
clan.
How important is law reform in impro
ving the position o f women?
We haven’t really launched on the fa
mily law area yet. We hope to get
into it sometime this year. I think
there are some new areas of law in
Papua New Guinea like wills and suc
cession. Under the common law now
the wife is entitled to more of her dead
husband’s property than the relatives.
Women aren’t aware of their rights in
divorce proceedings, affiliation,
custody of children. I think they’ve
got to be educated to know what
their legal rights are. In the urban
areas, from what I’m told, it’s increas
ing. Women are contesting in court
the custody of the children, but in the

Which would take precedence, custom
or law?
Customary law takes precedence if
there’s a real conflict. In the rural
areas, when it comes to death, the peo-'
pie know exactly who takes what.

Turning to the village court system, do
you think this system, which is based
on traditional customs, can be
expected to oppose customs which
oppress women?
I’d say they would enforce a lot of
rules which don’t allow the woman to
raise her status, but we Papua New
Guinean women who are lawyers could
start working in the rural areas and
teaching them that they can appeal to
local courts. In Kainantu (Eastern
Highlands), they have women who are
peace officers and magistrates in village
courts.
So you think that although village
courts are based on the traditional
system, there's room for change o f
ideas?
Yes, I do, because there are some key
people who are going to make sure
that women are going to get on them.
People in the Chimbu (a Highlands
region), like Anna Nombri, have very
good contact with all the rural women.
I don’t think they’re going to have vil
lage courts set up without a woman on
them. They wouldn’t let that get past
them. If you get this consciousness
amongst women who are working in
rural areas, then the village courts
won’t become just another male strong
hold.
To get on to something different,
what's your attitude to current family
planning programmes in Papua New
Guinea?
I’m very much in favour of it. I don’t
know a lot about it, but I think it
could be more public than it is. From
my contact with people in the Chimbu
9

I know that the big men there don’t
really like it. For them to have child
ren in numbers is a very strong sign of
their manhood: they have no conside
ration for the women. In Port
Moresby and urban areas, I don’t know
how many women really know how to
get access to contraceptives. I think if
you speak to a lot of women here, they
want family planning very much, '
because the health of the women suf
fers. A lot of them who move into an
urban area can’t cope with the num
ber of children they have. There’s not
enough money to educate them.
I think one of the most distressing
things I met with last year, was talking
to some of the educated Papua New
Guinean men who had done their post
graduate work. Their attitude towards
family planning was, “ Oh no, you can’t,
we need the numbers, it’s important.
You can’t stop our women having
children, they like having their child
ren.” They were not appreciative at
all of how women feel.
Abortion is illegal here. Is there any
hope for change, and is this a priority
for women's groups in Papua New
Guinea?
No, because I think there are certain
avenues that are accessible here. There
is traditional medicine too. But it’s
not a real priority. It would cause a
lot of humbug if the Law Commission
discussed it publicly and wanted to
make it legal.
Is the Law Reform Commission going
to discuss it?

When we get into the family law area,
I hope we’ll be discussing all this.
What would you like to happen?
I think it’s a very personal decision,
but we’ve also got to consider that a
lot of our people here are very religious
and it would be against their religious
teachings to have an abortion.
How active are women in Papua New
Guinea politically? And what is the
Women's Action Group?
I don’t think we’re active enough. The
whole idea of WAG (Women’s Action
Group), really started with a group of
us getting together last year. It’s a
group of people who are conscious
about national and regional issues.
They see the need for social contribu
tion by women’s organisations, and
the need for a group of women who
ideologically have a vision about Papua
New Guinea - its development, the way
the Government’s going, its involve
ment in Pacific issues, and inter
national issues. We’ve got to be aware
and build up a bloc to act as a pressure
group for the Government too. The
only thing that we did last year was get
active in the East Timor situation, but
this year we are hoping that we will
also plug in with the Pacific People’s
Action Front.
Does WAG have village level connec
tions, or is it mainly professional wo
men?
Mostly professional women, and that’s
the main criticism from other groups,
that we are an elitist group, not pre
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pared to go to the grass roots. To
justify the existence of WAG I think
that professional women in this coun
try need a base. Once they leave uni
versity, they all go into various jobs,
either in private enterprise or with the
Government, and I think there should
be a common place where they can
meet and exchange ideas. I’m sure
also they’re going to come across dis
crimination in their profession because
they are women, and they should have
a back up.
Do you think the Government will
soft pedal its emphasis on women's
interests if women's groups become
politically embarrassing?
I hope not, but I know after the East
Timor demonstration, what I was told
was, “ Please let us know what you’re
trying to do”. I think some men in
the Government, not so much the
politicians but the bureaucrats, find it
an embarrassment.
Do you think the Government is really
committed to advancing the position
of women?
I don’t think they’re as honest about
it as they could be. It’s easy enough
to write it on paper and have it as the
seventh point of your Eight Point
Development Plan, “ the advancement
of women” . I’ve worked for the
Government for two years, and I came
to the conclusion that I was never
going to get anywhere, unless I got out
and branched into my own profession,
and mobilised women through that. I
think it’s the attitude of men who
work in the Government. I was just
there for a bit of bilas (decoration)
sometimes, I used to think.

areas.
What about in their personal lives ?
My exposure is to Port Moresby
society, it’s where I’ve been living for
the last two years, and I’m disgusted at
the men who arrive at functions with
out their wives - always begging
excuses that they can’t come. I think a
lot of women have woken up to this,
and they’re just not going to put up
with it.
If women here could just get together,
we could overcome a lot, but there’s
still that rivalry between certain power
groups. It’s just that tactic of divide
and rule that the men are always using.
Every time we start something, you’ll
have the men say, “ Oh, you’ll never see
it through. WAG will fold up”. This
time we’re not going to.
What do you think is the biggest pro
blem that Papua New Guinean women
face ?
I think on the whole Papua New
Guinean women now have a good foot
ing to get off on. We have a Govern
ment that at the moment is pretty
sympathetic towards development for
women. We’ve got to take the opport
unity for education, we’ve got to get
together and get into our professional
fields and break through. We don’t have
the long precedent of Western women
in professional capacities.
I’m very positive about where Papua
New Guinean women are going. I
think it’ll be a long process, but not as
long as the Western women had to
fight for. At the moment I think the
issues that are important here are not
the issues that are important to a lot of
women in the West.

What in your experience is the attitude
of Papua New Guinean men towards
The main thing here is that women
equality for women? Let's say edu
have got to find their feet, to be
cated men.
involved in the whole development
I think generally in principle, they
process of Papua New Guinea; to con
believe in it, and it’s really good. But
tribute not so much to the liberation
once you start moving in a profession
of worn/ a but to fight for complete
al field where you can be threatening
involvement, at a political, social and
to them, then they’re going to reassess
economic level. That means really
what they really believe is the advance getting into the decision making of
ment of women. But I think that a
what direction this country is going to
lot of young men that I work with,
take, its place in the Pacific, and where
that WAG has had to rely on for moral
it’s going to fit in internationally.
support, have been really fantastic.
They’ve been behind WAG’s involve
And at the village level too ?
ment, and I get approached by mem
Primarily at the village level.
bers of Parliament to come and find
. Janet McCallum
out what women are doing in their
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public boards, highlighted an area
of discrimination about which
little is known.

Women on
Boards
SA N D R A C O N E Y reports
on the position of women
on statutory and allied
boards.

A furore briefly broke out after
National removed the two women
members (Christine Cole-Catley,
Dr Ruth Black) * when it recon
stituted the Broadcasting Council
as the Broadcasting Corporation.
This move by National, so at
variance with their election pro
mise to appoint more women to

When I started researching this
subject I found details of what
boards actually existed and who
their membership was, extremely
hard to find. Libraries and the
Government Printing Office,
usually ready sources of such
information, had no such records
and could only suggest that I
contact each government depart
ment asking for information
about the boards coming within
its ambit.

During the parliamentary debate, Ms
Colleen Dewe, replying to a question
from Mary Batchelor, explained that it
was quite difficult to find out the
exact number of such boards. This is a
covert area of discrimination which is
hard to attack if you can’t even
ascertain the true position. Certainly
Ms Dewe suggested that there might be
as many as 3000 members of statutory
and allied boards in New Zealand;
there is no way of knowing what per
centage of the total are women. But it
(<A "lime and is possible to look at specific areas and
a place for note how under-represented women
fcveryfkins.'" are.
Both the Federation of University
Women and the Committee on Women
made submissions on this subject to
the Select Committee on Women’s
Rights. The Federation looked at
educational boards and found that the
boards of tertiary institutions contain
ed only 1 to 3 women each and some
had none. Here are some of these
boards:

The Committee on Women’s
submission looked at a total of 516
statutory authorities in New Zealand,
covering an extensive range of activit
ies. Only 102 of these had female
membership, and, excluding district
housing allocation committees, only
7 had membership comprising equal
numbers of men and women or a
greater number of women, and these
were in areas usually exclusively the
domain of women, such as kinder
garten management or nursing bodies.
Of the 102 boards with female member
ship, the total membership was 1037
with women comprising 210 of that
total, ie about 20 per cent.
There are very many boards who have
no women members at all. Where
women are appointed it is often to
present the “ women’s” or “ women’s
and children’s” view and as such these
appointments are only token gestures
to acknowledge that 50% of the
population is female. It is noticeable
in looking through the available
figures on representation on boards, a
that, while it is customary to
have a number of men, sometimes half,
on boards which are concerned solely
with the welfare of women, many of
the boards controlling male establish
ments find no need to have any
women on them at all. The position in
borstals illustrates my point. The only
women’s borstal, Arohata, has 2 out of
5, or 40%, women on its parole board.
The male borstals, Invercargill, Kaitoke,
Waikeria and Waipiata, have no female
members on their parole boards. The
health committees dealing with
Maternity Services and Maternal Death
Assessment have only a minority of
women, while it is not thought
necessary to have any women on the
boards covering returned servicemen.

No. of Women

Total No. of
Members

% of mem
who are

College Councils
Auckland
Christchurch
Dunedin
Wellington

2
1
1
2

19
17
13
12

10.5
5.9
7.7
16.7

y Councils
Auckland
Canterbury
Otago
Victoria

1
1
2
1

20
20
25
19

5.0
5.0
8.0
5.3
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The only boards where women are
consistently equally represented are
the children’s boards.
National has done little so far to try
and correct the obvious imbalance on
boards. Ms Dewe, in answer to my
query, told me that National had so
far appointed 78 women to boards;
she neglected to tell me the number of
men appointed in the same period. In
her reply in the House, Ms Dewe
defended National’s record, protesting
that National could only choose from
what was available, and that they were
dependent on who was nominated by
the bodies eligible to suggest people.
My answer to that is, that if National
was serious about seeing a more
equitable distribution of women on
these boards it would actively seek out
suitable women and also direct organis
ations who are entitled to nominate
members to do so.

The report of the Select Committee on
Women’s Rights suggested that govern
ment invite “ public and private
organisations to submit the names of
women thought to be suitable for
public office”. In fact, WEL and the
Committee on Women have already
done this, and so have a number of
other organisations, including branches
of the National Party. So far, these
lists of suitable women have been
ignored. Ms Dewe’s cry that we must
start “asking where we can find the
women with the required skills” begins
to sound a little hollow. Presumably
Christine Cole-Catley and Dr Ruth
Black were considered to be suitable
board members; there are many more
women like them.

These boards will be one of the hardest
areas of domination to break into,
since people are appointed to them,
not by the democratic process, but in a
covert, private way, virtually inaccess
ible to women. Yet it is essential that
we try, as these boards are extremely
powerful and quietly get on with their
work of perpetuating the values of the
patriarchy through its institutions.

Someone else noted that National
seemed to be busily constructing
boards consisting of white, middleaged, male, chartered accountants.

Sandra Coney
* The third woman member, Mira
Szaszy, had resigned before this move
was made.

What a Wife is Worth
In 1975 Labour’s Minister of Justice, Martyn Findlay,
introduced a bill to make the division of matrimonial
property equal on the breakup of marriage. W hat’s
happened to this legislation since then? SHONA
ABERNETHY reports.
Women’s work within marriage
has long been disregarded as a
basis for sharing out the family
property on the breakup of the
marriage. No other basis apart
from direct economic contri
bution has ever been considered
as giving a wife equal property
rights with her husband.
Because married women rarely
occupy equally-paid, full-time
jobs, they don’t stand much
chance of proving an equal
economic contribution anyway.
The courts have consistently regarded
a husband’s rights to property as being
more substantial than his wife’s. The
failure of the courts to administer
justice fairly through the cultural
bias operating there, has resulted in
the introduction to Parliament of
the Matrimonial Property Bill,
1 9 7 5 . This Bill is currently before
the Statues Revision Committee which
is hearing submissions on it.
The Bill provides that family property
is divided into domestic and general
assets. There is a presumption of
equal sharing in domestic assets.
Domestic assets consist of:

1. The matrimonial home or
homes.
2. The family chattels.
3. Land brought by either to
build a matrimonial home.
4. Life Assurance policies.
5. Other property agreed on.
6. The first $10,000
A number of groups have made sub
missions on the Bill. These groups
have been predominantly male, and
as a result the overwhelming bulk
of the submissions have been in favour
of a narrower view.
There is a great fear of “community of
property” yet it is paralleled by an
equally intense longing for traditional
family life to continue as ever. No
MP has publicly analysed or criticised
traditional family life - Government
policy has so far attempted to
strengthen it.
The bias of legislators is obvious
where they attempt to regulate
economics without relating the
emotion to the economics. In other
words what is the nature of marriage?
Broadsheet made submissions on the
Bill and said:
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Mary Batchelor suggested in her speech
that to be considered you have to be
“over 45 and vote National.” At the
moment the boards, more than ever
before, are dominated by the old boys
club. Positions are handed out as
rewards for being good boys
politically.

The nature of marriage is a crucial
issue in determining property rights.
Given that it is currently an economic
relationship then:
1. Womens work within the family
supports and frees the husband to
acquire material assets outside.
Women often work for the husband’s
enterprise although not as formal
business partners.
2. The position of a wife who needs
to work on the breakup of marriage
is likely to be inferior to that of her
husband who has used the time she
has given him (that has freed him
from household cares and emotional
energy needed to put into family
life) to acquire skills and grasp pro
motion. His earning capacity is
therefore likely to have increased.
Hers is likely to have decreased.
3. Often child responsibilities qualify
her for part-time work only. Such
work is often unskilled and unrewar
ding regardless of intelligence,
aptitude or enthusiasm.
4. Financing her own home is
difficult because of prejudiced
institutions and lower servicing ability.
5. A car is often a necessity with
children yet can be an unaffordable
luxury in these circumstances.
6. The presumption of equality
should be automatic and not limited
according to any judgement of
prudent housekeeping.
7. The equality presumption should
apply to general assets for the reasons
outlined above.
8. De facto relationships should be
governed as legal marriages.
9. Contracting out provisions can be
dangerous if used by a husband to
apply pyschological pressure against
his wife’s interest.

August 17 - MP Mary Batchelor has
received five replies so far from the
written questions covering every port
folio of the Cabinet asking each
Minister how many women he has
appointed. Of the five replies, the
Minister of Agriculture has appointed
one woman (to the New Zealand Milk
Board), the Minister of National
Development has appointed two wo
men (to the Commission of the
Future), and the Minister of Customs
and the acting Minister of Police
admit to appointing no women what
soever. However the Minister of
Customs may perhaps be excused - he
says he has no boards, tribunals or
commissions to nominate anyway.
August 19 - Seven million women
have lost their jobs in the economic
crisis in the Western world, the
International Labour Organization
said in its latest report. Only a revol
ution in attitudes could prevent
women being more penalized than
men in crises, it added.
August 19 - A 23 year old woman
has accused the First Women’s Bank
of New York of sex discrimination
because it dismissed her soon after
she said she was pregnant. A lawyer
is filing complaints on her behalf
with the Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Commission.

August 19 - Government Ministers

August 26 * The Maori Clergy Con

have told MP Mary Batchelor they
have appointed 5l women to boards,
commissions and tribunals since
December. The Figure did not seem
to tally with a suggestion by
Colleen Dewe (Govt - Lytt) that there
had been at least 78 female appoint
ments, Mrs Batchelor said.

ference has decided to accept the
ordination of women, but has asked
the Anglican bishops to respect
Maori culture by not placing women
priests in Maori areas.

August 20 - New Zealanders did
not want abortion on demand, the
Minister of Health, Mr Gill, said
yesterday in introducing his bill
aimed at tightening the law on legal
abortions. Opponents of the bill
who included members from both
sides of the house, said no such
situation existed in this country and
suggested any changes to the
abortion laws should wait until the
present Royal Commission on
Contraception, Abortion, and
Sterilisation had reported its findings.

August 20 - Women’s groups, the
New Zealand Medical Association,
New Zealand Labour Youth and the
Values Party have combined on
objecting to the “ Gill Bill”. The
chairman of the NZMA, Dr William
Treadwell, said: “ ... It is incredible
that the legislation should be intro
duced against the wishes of the
majority of doctors. Many doctors
believed Mr Gill was their represent
ative in Parliament and that he
should act on their advice in health
matters”. Seven Auckland women’s
groups expressed the opinion that
politicians had flagrantly disregarded
the latest public opinion poll,
which showed 70% of New Zealanders
favoured liberalization of the
abortion laws.

August 25 - The Superintendent of

Mary Batchelor

National Women’s Hospital, Dr R.A.
Warren said he considered the present
situation governing abortions was
satisfactory and he saw no need for
the law to be changed. Dr Warren
was one of the signers of the doctors’
petition, containing 750 signatures
opposing the introduction of the
“ Gill Bill” .
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August 26 - Secondary school
teachers decided in Wellington yester
day to try to eliminate the inequalit
ies in attitudes to teaching boys and
girls. At the PPTA conference they
agreed that: “ Teachers should seek
consciously to encourage pupils to
show greater gentleness, consideration
and compassion, to not be afraid of
expressing emotion and to show more
self-reliance, confidence and initiat
ive” .

August 31 - A seminar of National
Party women at the weekend voted,
89-14 against further progress in
Parliament of the Health Amendment
Bill, introduced to “ Hold the line”
on abortion.

September 1 - The “ Gill Bill” aimed
at closing Auckland Medical Aid Trust
Hospital was deferred consideration
for 12 months by the Gair Amend
ment. The Amendment was passed
41-33 votes at the second reading of
“ Gill Bill” .
September 8 - L eader of the British
Conservative Party Mrs Margaret
Thatcher arrives in New Zealand for a
week long tour. She became the first
woman to address the Auckland
Chamber of Commerce. Big deal.

September 9 - Equal Pay legislat
ion is being ignored by many Auck
land employers and workers more
than four years after its introduction.
In the year ending March 1976, the
Labour Department investigated 26
breaches in Auckland and collected
$4159 in back pay for women workers
discriminated against. The fourth
stage in bringing women financially
into line with men comes into force
on October 1st. The last stage takes
effect on April 1st, 1977.

IV0MANV1SI0N

Kathy Wylie

Linda Gair
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Lesley Haines

You can see this exhibition of photographs at the following places.

Auckland Public Library, exhibition area, September 27 - October 14
Wellington, Theatre 87, 87 The Terrace, October 18 - 24
Wellington Public Library, 1st Floor, October 25 - November 12
Christchurch Town Hall, November 22 - December 17
Dunedin, the Regent Theatre Foyer, The Octagon, January 17 - February 10
Hamilton Public Library, Barton St, February 14 - March 11
Don’t miss seeing this fine exhibition when it comes to your city.
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No Women
Need Apply
Some newspapers have stopped segregating their employment
ads but on investigation it looks like the situation remains the
same.
Many newspapers no longer segregate their
“ Situations Vacant” columns by sex. However,
in many cases this merely prolongs the effort of
job-hunting, as individual employers continue to
specify the desired sex of employees. Phillippa
Coard has done a preliminary study of sex dis
crimination in employment advertisements,
based on the advertisements found in five
Wellington area newspapers. She found that the
job advertisements could be divided into several
categories, thus:

natory was “ profcssional/technical” , where only oneseventh o f the ads were openly biased.
When “ implied” discrimination is considered, however,
the number o f occupational fields with discriminatory
ads increases. On an overall basis, only 57% o f the
advertisements surveyed would satisfy the British Sex
Discrimination Act, which lays down guidelines for non
sexist job advertising.
Most of the discriminatory ads favoured men over
women, except in the “ female” field o f shorthand-typ
ing. Most interesting was the difference in attributes
which employers require o f male and female employees.
The most desirable characteristics fo r men are maturity,
responsibility, reliability and initiative, while women
(usually referred to as “ girls” ) should be cheerful,
pleasant, bright and preferably well-dressed and goodlooking. Table 1 gives a detailed list o f the desirable
attributes.

Figure 1
However, the jobs advertised as available to women did
not coincide exactly with the full range o f jobs available.
A comparison o f all jobs available with those open to
women can be obtained by comparing Figure 1 and
Figure 2.

Figure 2
Table 1

It is necessary to distinguish between “ im plied” and
“ open” discrimination. “ Im plied” discrimination
occurs when job titles indicate a particular sex c.g.
storeman, foreman, draughtsman, salesman, tradesman.
Although it is hard to imagine a bona fide reason for
excluding a qualified woman from any of these positions
most women will realise that they are not expected to
apply and will look further down the column for womanspecific job titles such as saleswoman and sister, or non
sex specific titles, such as supervisor instead o f foreman.
Some of these male specific job titles arc becoming
meaningless as more women enter the occupation. There
arc now increasing numbers o f female “ draughtsmen” ,
for instance. The more “ masculine” occupations still
remain segregated though - compare “ storemcn/packcrs”
and “ factory workers” on Figures 1 and 2.

It can be seen that employers are more interested in the
character o f male employees and in the appearance and
personality o f female employees. We get the more ext
reme examples of the sexist preferences o f employers
sent in to “ Broadsheet” from time to time. They include
such gems as “ Accountant, 25-35 - male or really excel
lent female considered.” ; a request that prospective
receptionists include a recent photograph with their
application; and an expectation that the new tea lady
should agree to putting up with “ continuous and unrea
sonable requests for tea, coffee, snacks, etc... and handle
everything from wolfwhistles to cheek.”
Different requirements for men and women workers arc
not rare, as a browse through the “ Situations Vacant”
columns will confirm, although they are not always as
extreme as the examples quoted. As feminists have often
said, equal pay and purely legal equality are not enough.
While such attitudes persist it will be hard to get equal
job opportunity or fair treatment on the job.

“ Open” discrimination applies when .the advertisement
actually states that one sex or the other is required.
When ads are compared for “ open” discrimination, all
occupational fields shared some degree o f discrimination,
the most marked being “ storemcn/packcrs” , where twothirds of the ads were discriminatory. The least discrimi

Christine Dant>
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Table 1 Attributes Mentioned In Employment Advertisements
Jobs for Males

Jobs for Females

Jobs for Both/Either

“ active”
“ be o f decent appearance”
“ career person”
“ conscientious”
“ drive”
“ energetic”
“ honest”
“ initiative”
“ mature”
“ mature man”
“ reliable”
“ responsible”
“ well qualified and reliable”
“ with initiative”

“ bright and cheerful personality”
“ bright personality”
“ bright, young g irl”
“ cheerful, unruffled”
“ good commonsense”
“ keen and helpful”
“ likely lass”
“ o f tid y but fashionable appearance”
“ own car”
“ pleasant outgoing personality”
“ speaks and dresses well”
“ switched on”
“ young go-ahead g irl”
“ pleasant personality”

“ an enthusiastic willing worker”
“ enthusiasm and personality”
“ well groomed”
“ willingness to learn”
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Abortion is not a recent phenomenon: women have always had them.
ANDREE LEVESQUE looks at the conditions for women in New
Zealand’s past.

Grandmother
took ergot
an historical perspective on abortion in New
Zealand [1897— 1937]

Part 1: The abortionists
In September 1893, the same week the
Governor-General gave his assent to the Elect
oral Bill which enabled women to vote, a
prominent Auckland doctor received a letter
from a “ lady” which he promptly handed to
the police and informed the newspaper about.
The woman was offering him any amount of
money to perform an abortion on her. This
was not an isolated instance since the
doctor claimed to be “ annoyed and disgusted
at the numerous applications to him to
perform illegal operations” .1 We will never
know what prompted him to turn down this
particular woman; whether he suspected he
was being framed or whether his sense of

morality was genuinely outraged. His experience
with women’s requests was not unique. One
only needs to read the Court news in the daily
papers to come across trials for “ using a noxious
instrument to procure a miscarriage” fairly
frequently, sometimes two such trials a month.
I would like to discuss first the abortionist, then
the women who needed to have their pregnancies
terminated, finally the means to induce abortion
during the forty year period between 1897 and
1937, date of the Report of the New Zealand
Committee of Enquiry into Abortion.
The trials o f abortionists raise a number o f questions.
The great majority o f them were men, performing them
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not for humanitarian reasons but simply for money.
The male abortionists were sometimes qualified
medical practitioners, sometimes ordinary laymen.
One layman, brought to trail in 1901, was a trick
cyclist by profession. The cost o f abortion varied
greatly from one person to the other. In
1901, one laymen in Dunedin charged two
pounds, while a doctor in Auckland
charged twenty-one pounds. It is d iffi
cult to know if the difference was due to
their particular status, if they took the
financial situation o f the woman into
account, or if the layman was cheaper
because he was a friend o f the woman’s
boyfriend. In 1919, another physician
charged twenty-five pounds, but in 1932 an
Auckland one asked for only twenty and lowered
this to ten pounds when it proved too expensive for
his patient. In 1936, the cost for the services o f a “ pro
fessional” woman abortionist in Hastings was up to 35
pounds. She can be classified as “ professional” since in
a period o f 1 8-20 months, she received from 1 83 per
sons the total sum o f 2232 pounds 10 shillings or an
average of 13 pounds per person which indicates that
her fees fluctuated according to the situation o f the
patient. She was probably not the only one, in the des
perate thirties, who could count on a p ro fit o f 200
pounds a year.

and curettage in the very early stages o f pregnancy
w ithout asking for a second opinion.
Abortionists were not pursued by the police and I
haven’t found any case where one was victim o f a
police raid. If the patient was about to die and a
doctor had been called, she often made dying depos
itions incriminating the abortionist, and the police then
pressed charges. Doctors were quite concerned as to
what extent they should press for depositions from a
dying patient. In 1916a resolution of the Royal
College o f Physicians in London stated that:

Operations were performed in all sorts o f premises.
Some in small “ hospitals” like the one in Moray Place
in Dunedin, which had three beds, fifty -fo u r towels, and
a number o f instruments. Others were performed in
hotels (Leviathan in Dunedin), or even brothels (across
from Knox Church in Dunedin), but most were done at
the abortionist’s house, or if a doctor, in his surgery.
Until the twenties conditions o f asepsis varied greatly:
hands were washed in warm water, instruments such
as crochet hooks were not always sterilised. This led to
sepsis, or puerperal fever, and blood-poisoning, at times
fatal to the patient.

“ Every medical practitioner who is convinced
that criminal abortion has been practised on his
patient should urge her, especially when she is
likely to die, to make a statement which may be
taken as evidence against the person who has
performed the operation provided always that
her chances o f recovery arc not prejudiced. If
she refuses, he is under no legal obligation to
take further action and should continue to
attend her. If the patient should die, he should
refuse to give a certiticate o f the cause of death,
and should communicate with the Coroner.” 5

Medical practitioners arrested on charges o f abortion were
a particular embarrassment to their profession. In 1937
the NZ Obstetrical and Gynaecological Society sent its .
members a questionnaire on the problem o f abortion in
the country. Sixteen members from a northern provincial
town sent this reply:
“ Until the medical profession does something to
put its own house in order concerning unethical
abortion operations, it can ill-afford to tender
advicc to the public on their course of action.” 3

These guidelines were still followed twenty years later
when they were reproduced in the N Z Medical Journal
in 1936. At that time, the doctor was still under no
legal obligation to inform the police as to the cause o f
an illness due to an illegal abortion, but the Minister
of Health, Peter Eraser, considered it a moral
obligation for the practitioner.

There was further admittance of some guilt by the Ob.
Gyn. Society that year when its representative wrote in
the N.Z. Medical Journal:
“ We fear that this operation, which is both illegal
and unethical, is being frequently done by qualified
B.M.A. members who, to state the case mildly, do
not take adequate precautions to secure the written
opinion o f a consultant that such an operation
is imperative in the interests ol the m other’s life
and subsequent health. We wish that the Medical
Council would give these rumours its serious
consideration.” 4

What usually happened in these cases that came to the
knowledge o f the police was that a woman would be
in danger of dying, a doctor was called and would
tell her that she may die and should make a declaration;
an inspector would be called in, to take the deposition
ol the woman now quite in agony. Since those were
considered her last words, they did not need a corro
borating witness.

It seems that in those days some doctors did dilatation

Ib is is the way it happened, for instance, with an Irish
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woman, a Roman Catholic, recently married to an
Auckland publican, in 1902. A child would have been
born seven months after the marriage. She went to a
medical practitioner with 21 pounds, had an “ operation” ,
got acute blood poisoning and was in agonising pain
when another doctor was called in. He pressured her
to make a declaration, which came as a surprise to her
husband who had no reason to believe that he was the
father if conception occurred before their marriage.
The woman died w ithin forty-eight hours.
If mainly men came up fo r trial, women either did not
perform abortions, or they were not caught. In fact,
women probably did procure them but because of
better care they had less cases o f infection and lost
less patients. Fewer women doctors would have done
the operation because there were very few o f them Margaret Cruikshank being the first woman to enter
general practice in Waimate in 1895 - and women who
could afford it went to doctors. That fewer women
killed their patients contradicts the popular mythology
surrounding abortions, as stated through medical text
books, that “ abortions are performed by d irty women
who either do not care or do not know about sepsis” .6

It was very d iffic u lt to prove that an abortion had
actually taken place. Section 221 o f the N.Z. Crimes
Act states that:
“ Everyone is liable fo r imprisonment with hard
labour for life who, with intent to procure the
miscarriage o f any woman or girl, whether with
child or not, unlawfully administers to or causes
to be taken by her any poison or other noxious
things, or unlaw fully uses any instrument or other
means whatsoever with the like intent.”
Women usually went to a doctor or lay person to have an
instrument used. Sometimes, after a successful
operation, they refused to testify in Court against the
accused. In 1932, fo r instance, a woman o f Palmerston
North, testifying against an Auckland general practit

ioner whom she had consulted with her mother said
that she did not “ sec” any instrument being used,
which makes sense given the position one lies in to have
such an operation.
The judge told the jury that evidence o f the use o f an
instrument was essential and the accused was dis
charged. In another case, the accused was found not
guilty because the witness testified that: “ the accused
woman told her she [the abortionist] was going to
perform an operation on her” , but she said an
instrument did not touch her.
In 1936 a spectacular discovery took place in Hastings
when the bodies o f two infants and the remains of
twenty foetuses were found in the section of Isabel
Annie Aves, alias Craike. They were buried nine to
ten inches deep, all over four months, since before
that stage they were probably disposed of in the
toilet. The woman’s account books showed the extent
o f her activities. She was so efficient that at one time
she sent her solicitor to collect money from a young
man because she thought it unfair fo r a woman to pay
when the young man defaulted. Business was such
that she purchased twenty dozen "instrum ents” in
the preceding twenty months. A fter four sensational
trials, she was found not guilty.
Those who were convicted did not leave any doubt as
to the nature of their action: the patient had seen a
“ hollow bone thing” ; another admitted on her death
bed that an operation was performed. From the state
o f the premises used, none o f the accused was at his/
her first operation. No one was ever given a life
sentence. Sentences ranged from twelve m onths to.
five years, with hard labour.

Abortions were always a feature o f New Zealand
society. There is numerous impressionistic evidence
for this. A t the trial o f a certain Dr Wilkins, in 1901,
the judge said that “ the jury knew that illegal
operations were performed every day, and yet detection
hardly followed, for the reason that if a woman
operated on recovered, as 99 out o f 100 did, she said not
a word about it; if she died then the dead woman told
no tales” . Incidentally, this trial ended in a hung jury
and Dr Wilkins was acquitted after three trials. A
dying woman may not always make a confession and
very often doctors were reluctant to give septic
abortion as the cause o f death, especially in the case
o f single women. A writer for the NZ Ob. Gyn.
Society admitted in 1933 that fatal cases o f puerperal
septicaemia were hidden under pneumonia, append
icitis, peritonitis, or embolism.
The legal and the medical professions were well aware
o f how widespread the problem was. Doctors seldom
collected statistics on the matter but, in 1916, a general
practitioner from Hastings said that he believed 20% o f
all legitimate pregnancies in Hastings were being
“ crim inally interfered w ith ” , not with contraceptives
but by abortion.7
Illegal abortions, being clandestine almost by definition,
are not easily quantified but some methods have been
used to get an approximate idea o f the numbers at
different times. Statistics exist for the causes o f death
and we have the rate for death due to septic abortion.
Until 1934, though, this included death due to sepsis
follow ing a spontaneous miscarriage or an induced
abortion. These statistics are meaningless before, say,
the First World War, when conditions were such that
women risked puerperal fever and death even after a
spontaneous miscarriage. People, even doctors and

nurses, did not become fu lly aware o f all the risks o f
infection until the ‘twenties. Nurses, for example,
started wearing masks in 1927 to cut the spread of
germs, and this after the worst outbreak o f sepsis at
St Helen’s Hospital in Auckland. A few years later,
the death rate follow ing spontaneous miscarriages was
negligible so that the m ortality rate for septic abortion
is almost exclusively for induced abortions. The numbers
each year are relatively low:

TABLE I
NUMBER OF DEATHS DUE TO SEPTIC ABORTIONS

1927-1936
1927
Married
Single
Total
14

1928

14

1929

1930

1931

1932

19

26
4
30

26
3
29

24
2
26

1933 1934 1935 1936
16
10
26

29
13
42

17
6
23

(Appendix to the Journal of the House of Representatives.
1937)

Despite the horrors associated with illegal abortions,
very few women actually died and some people have
been led to believe that this was because there were
just a few abortions. Women may not have died but
many were admitted to hospitals for a “ feverish mis
carriage” and recuperated. Drs Doris Gordon and
Frances Bennett, in their book Gentlemen o f the Jury
published in 1936, affirmed that “ all feverish miscar
riages and some non-feverish ones are induced” . For a
five year period at New Plymouth Hospital, there were
105 feverish miscarriages and three deaths. This tallied
with figures from other hospitals. The two doctors
then arrived at the rate o f 30 to 40 abortions for every
reported death by septic abortion. Doctors agreed that
not all feverish miscarriages ended up in hospitals.
They estimated that fo r each in-patient, four others
stayed at home with or w ithout medical care, since
many women had no complications at all. If we take
the death rate for 1927, we then m ultiply it by 30
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have all the cases treated in hospital: that is: 14 x 30 =
420. We then m ultiply this by four, to account for
those who did not get hospital treatment, and we have
the approximate total number of induced abortions:
420 x 4 = 1680.

TABLE II
C O NSERVATIVE ESTIM ATE NUMBER OF
ABORTIONS, 1927-1936
1927
1680

1928
1980

1929 1930
2280 3600

1931 1932 1933
3480 3120 3120

1934 1935
5040 2760

1936
1680

This js a very conservative estimate since it assumes
th irty , instead o f fo rty, abortions treated in hospital
for each death. It also doesn’t take into account the
cases which might have been disguised on the death
certificate.
The high incidence o f abortion, coupled with fear o f the
falling birth rate and embarrassment about New Zealand’s
relatively high maternal m ortality rate, pushed the
Obstetrical and Gynaecological Society to ask the
Government for a Committee o f Enquiry into abortion.
The Government Committee o f Enquiry, set up in 1936,
confirmed the high rate o f abortions ‘^‘widespread
through all classes o f society” , investigated the causes o f
abortion by sending questionnaires to doctors across the
country, and presented its report in 1936. The
Committee gave much publicity to the “ abortion
problem” . Numerous organisations, women’s groups,
newspapers, deplored the state o f affairs; few o f them
gave much thought to the women concerned. The
economic depression was to blame for the high m ortality
rate due to abortions in the thirties but no one seemed
to recognize that the problem was not new. The
Committee’s Report made vague recommendations
regarding birth control and therapeutic abortions; the
Medical Association would have liked the Government to
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appoint a Royal Commission to investigate the whole
matter.
Another way o f computing the abortion rate is to use as
a basis the number o f births. In 1 936, Dr. Bull o f NZ Ob.
Gyn. Society wrote that one pregnancy in six, 14%,
ended in abortion, spontaneous or induced, and that
nearly half o f the abortions were induced. This was
probably underestimating the matter. Herbert’s Textbook,
Gynaecological and Obstetrical Pathology, 1953, says
that 30% o f all pregnancies end in abortions, 1/3rd
spontaneous, 2/3rd induced. By using this method, we
get at least twice the rate given in Table II. Whatever
method is used, there were at least four abortions a day
in a country o f 1.5 million people.
Doctors realised that abortions were frequent and in
1941 a survey o f 372 women was conducted at Dunedin
Public Hospital. Of those, 220 had had an abortion,
spontaneous or induced; this was an average o f .6 each.
If half o f them were induced, one woman in three had
had a “ criminal abortion” .7

Part II will deal with the women who had
abortions, why they did it, and the means that
they used, or were used on them.
1. Otago Daily Times, 20 September 1893. “ Illegal Operation”
did not mean taking each other's tonsils out but was the
euphemism used to refer to abortions.
2. I have sampled 14 cases through the newspapers, from 1897
to 1936. Only two trials involved women.
3. New Zealand Medical Journal, 1937
4. NZMJ, 1937.
5. NZMJ, 1936
T° * ' b° o « o f G y n aecolo9y. 7,h
7. One has to be cautious with figures collected in hospitals as
these women may not be representative of women at large,
since they are already in hospital for something or other.
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Poetry
A THOUGHT

Reading Denise Levertov
Reading Denise Levertov today 1 was thinking
Of the time the gynaecologist rang to tell me
No news is bad news, a cancelled frog
But how he prefaced it by saying
I ’m eating chocolates. Yum, yum, 1 thought
And then, the nausea rising inside,
1 knew he lied and the chocolates were a preface.
Later when 1 put it to him at point blank range
He gave me 3 blue tablets, saying Either the sky
Will change or by the Spring a little stranger
His foot on this blue world, circumventing confectionary.
This time he was not eating. 1 walked home
With these jewels, these opals, passed the heavy
Palms in the park, their trunks with elephantiasis
Thought of fate and longed for some chocolate.

Funny
how they sit and drink
and think of times gone by
and wonder how that stranger is
and where he is
and why;
they think they have the time
to do anything they wish
but what they do not realize
is truth shows clearly
in their eyes
and they know well
the price of hell
and where it is
and why.
Elizabeth Grierson

Elizabeth Smither
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A FRUITFUL
OCCUPATION
Some women are breaking into previously maledominated fields of employment. SHONA
ABERNETHY talked to a woman she found driving a
fork-lift at the Auckland city markets.
Margaret Bridge is a twenty-two year old forkhoist driver. She has been two years with
Turners and Growers, an Auckland auction mar
ket which sells fruit and vegetables to the city
retailers. She often starts work at 5 a.m., some
times finishing at 7 p.m. The men work the
same hours but she’s not sure if i t ’s equal pay.
She takes home $100 a week but some o f that
is overtime.
She came to Turners and Growers after working as a
process worker in a Te Atatu factory. There she did
spot welding and learned how to assemble motors. Then
she started “ on the flo o r” at Turners and Growers. That
job was handing out tickets and receipts. She asked to
have a go at her present job.
-o

o

rt

“ I wanted something different. I couldn’t stand sitting °
down inside all day. I t ’s alright if yo u ’re a good machi- “
nist but I can’t stand it.”
-Q>
o
o
“ My father always says that if women can do the same g
things as men, then let them.”
'’

“ My mother doesn’t mind me working here. Now that
my sister has started School Certificate, she has gone to
work as a tea-lady.”
' “ The guys here sometimes sling o ff at me but they’ll
come and help if I get stuck. They’re pretty good
really.”
Margaret got her heavy traffic licence by learning and
practising in her lunch hour. Last week she drove to
Tauranga, returning with 4 tons o f bananas.

She has just bought a 1976 Datsun car and says o f the
I I I cost, “ Well, I ’ve been working since I was sixteen.”
“ I like getting dressed up and wearing make-up if I ’m
going anywhere special but the women you see up town
are just trying to compete all the time. Although I
I l f don’t spend much on clothes, I don’t want to be a
scrubber. I ’m not d irt.”
“ I’d like to get married one day if I find the right guy.
I ’m having trouble finding him though.”

Margaret smiled unhesitatingly at me. She literally
sparkled fo r everyone. Zipping around the auction
floor on her fork-hoist, she seemed to enjoy the work
and the people. She had none o f the covert hostility
towards other women that many women in a man’s
world have.
A workmate turned up to listen. Margaret finished
speaking, noticed him, smiled and ribbed him. He
laughed. She engaged the vehicle and he leaped up be
side her. As they roared o ff towards the loading area, he
gave her a swift hug.
I reluctantly left the fresh and earthy smelling auction
house. Walking back to the city in the salty air with th
sea sparkling in the sun, I fe lt extraordinarily elated.
Strolling along to the office, I looked at the women in
the lunchtime crowds. Beautifully dressed, always care
fu lly made-up, bodies o f dolls, they seemed constantly
aware o f better outfits and suited businessmen. I knew
again how tew o f us get away. The ones that do possess
a rare beauty which has never yet been recorded.
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It was clear that he couldn’t believe his luck: she was
going to let him. Was she? Kris suffered the hand he
laid on her thigh to remain; he would have to remove
his hand, in any case, to turn and cross the busy inter
section. He gave her a serpentine glance before doing so
and she gazed back, in the dim interior light, unabashed.

his jaunty bearing all serving to bespeak the well pres
erved middle-aged man.
He had some small d iffic u lty with his spit. “ I am
separated from my w ife,” he said. The explaining bit.
Kris didn’t want to know. “ You live alone?”
It would make all the difference, o f course. If he
couldn’t screw her on her own sofa he’d have to take
her to his place, she supposed - or have one o f those
frightful fumblings in the car. Well, her bed, like her
body, was strictly uncommitted; the performance would
take place within walls, hers; indoor sport, sport. A

Why not? She was a pick-up, wasn’t she? It was no skino ff anyone’s back if she behaved like one. And he
looked clean and cared for - rather exaggeratedly so,
Kris thought; not to put too fine a point on it, natty,
his groomed hair a modish length, his w ith-it clothes,
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gentleman had his reputation to consider. Kris had
seen him around, observed the meticulous manners, the
roving eye despite, until recently, his lady wife beside
him. He was a doctor o f unknown discipline engaged
on unspecified research, something o f a public figure,
one o f the bigger fish in a government department
puddle.
“ Yes,” said Kris shortly. Then, making amends, “ I’ve
been divorced, now, and living alone a good many
years.”

He strode out, his head high, looking neimer to right nor
left. Kris, with calculated malice, lingered momentarily,
observing the other patrons in the cosy, rather better lit
inner room, waving across to a couple she knew.
"Y ou know them?” he inquired. “ What do they do?”
“ A risque business, isn’t it? Squiring a strange woman,”
said Kris. “ Never m ind,” she said as, out in the sheltering
night, he tucked her arm in his. “ I won’t tease you.”

“ Come!” said he. “ It can’t be that many years - you
are still a g irl!”

In getting to the urgent business that had brought them
together, Kris nearly giggled when she saw he was
wearing braces. She could not in any way take seriously
a man who kept his trousers up with braces.

Shit, thought Kris, I can’t stand it. She gave directions,
her voice neutral. He would probably want to leave his
car a block away.

And she had it right on the other score, too: he was one
o f the quick and the dead. But promising. “ It will be
better next tim e.”

“ But! -- may I take you, first, for coffee somewhere?”
he asked.

“ Next time? Who said anything about a next time?”
God, he’d think she was being coy.

When he returns from all his ego trips, thought Kris,
when it has all been said, in the ensuing silence he will
see me as a person.
Whatever you say, buster, I ’m easy - as you see. “ Yes.
That would be nice.”
They went, predictably, to an out o f the way coffee
house where he settled her in the darkest balcony corner.
Kris watched wisps o f fog swirl against the glass; it was
bloody cold. “ Cafe au lait?” he murmured, bending
over her.
Kris’s irritation increased. “ Black,” she answered, head
down to her handbag as she sought a cigarette.
He brought his chair around the table and sat beside her.
The animals went in two by two. Someone fo r everyone,
me fo r you. On his breath, faintly, garlic and wine,
not unpleasant. He was charm personified. He need
not have bothered; he could have saved himself the
time and expense and gone straight to it.
The wan view o f the lights o f the city served only
further to alienate her. Perhaps she would feel less
irritable after. He took her hand below the table and, in
the gloom, passed it quickly across him; he at least,
Kris reflected, was rising to the occasion.
Now he was eager to be gone, politely bustling her over
her second cigarette. “ My apologies,” he said. “ I do
not myself smoke - apart from the proven health risk
it would spoil my wind for sport.”
“ Squash,” said Kris. “ G olf.”
“ I was unaware that you knew me so w ell!” He laughed,
nettled. Kris was appeased. She could also have told him
that he almost certainly stood side on to the mirror,
mornings, diaphragm indrawn, conning himself into the
conviction that his thickening m id riff was a mere suspic
ion, not much more than a figment of his imagination.
The hair, as she had guessed, was cunningly styled to
conceal the thin place on top.
He darted his eyes about the dim ly lit room, wary,
plainly, o f being seen. Kris stubbed out her cigarette.

“ Did you think you could get the sex out o f your
system in one encounter with me?” Now who was
being shrewd! “ We must get to know one another.”
“ Do you think so? Perhaps we should remain strangers.
There are fewer complications that way.”
“ But o f course we’re not strangers. Not now.”
“ More than ever now.” Jason baby was On to a Good
Thing. The set-up - it couldn’t be better set up.
He took to dropping in occasionally, phoned her, drove
her out into the country some Sundays; common
courtesy demanded that she have him come to dinner
once in a while, stay on for tea after a Sunday outing.
He couldn’t take her, he explained, where they’d meet
people that knew him; he had his position to think of,
there must be no scandal.
“ ‘ He’s a well respected man about town, doing the right
thing so conservativelee
Kris sang.
“ Peophe are easily scandalised,” Jason said stiffly.
“ ‘And he’s oh so good and he’s oh so fine and he’s oh
healthy in his body and his mind
“ In my position - it wouldn’t be so bad if it were for
the first time ...”
“ A regular little old roue, aren’t you, Jason baby?”
“ Kris, my dear, please - if you mean to be disagreeable
... I’ve had more than enough o f that sort o f thing --”
“ Of course.” She wasxontrite, remembering her own
hard times. She is watching him and I am watching
her watching him.
She just did not want to take the trouble to get to
know him; it wasn’t worth the effort - not just with
him. She, too, had had more than enough ... They
never should have improved on their acquaintance; they
ought to have remained polite strangers. If she never
saw him again, what was was what w as... And having

Kris shrugged away. “It’s getting cold”, she said, and,
indeed, mountainous clouds, darker, now, had
obscured the sun. Sandflies had begun to bite. “I want
to go home. ”
w rit moves o n ......
Then why not cut her losses? He patronised her with
knowledgeable chat o f art and music in distant
places, with unspoken distaste when she proffered
medium dry - and his easy assurance when he brought
wines o f his own choice to dinner - the supercilious
way he sought among her poor assortment fo r the
right glasses.

So it was for the sake o f vengeance, then? A bloody
crummy motive! And for a man who had done her no
harm. Harm! That was the effect o f his whole ethos -and, worse, he knew not that he knew not. Master to
pupil indeed! When the p u p il is ready the master
appears.
She was being bloody-minded. End it. He was nothing
to her. Even the sex bit, which was really all they had,
was not exactly rapturous. She tried to cry quits. “ I
don’t love you.”
“ Love?” Jason laughed, his gaze quizzical. “ My dear
Kris - love! Who said anything about love? You see,
you are at heart a green girl still. Oh, I ’m not com
plaining - on the contrary. But at our time o f life we
must settle for something less than love."
“ I don’t want - to see you again.”
“ Why not? I don’t impose on you, do I? We get on
well, enjoy each other’s company. And the other - we
are good together; it is rare. Be glad! You want - love?
I have become - fond o f you. A t our age, some compat
ibility, some affection - you can’t expect more. It is
enough.”
It was not enough. He was right, o f course. B u t....
Love ... it was possible, surely - at any age. She was
immature; he was right. For even as he spoke her
chief response was indignation that he should bracket
her age with his - his with hers, th a t’s how he’d see it,
with his strenuous keeping up, the twice weekly hard
game o f squash, the Saturday golf, the early morning
jog. His elderly athleticism repelled her.
Kris made excuses not to sec him - she was busy, had
friends coming, was going out. He phoned less and
called in more often. He engaged in transparent man
oeuvres to ingratiate himself so that, at last, she was
touched; then turned on him: “ I have no life o f my
own any more! No, I ’m sorry, I can’t go out in the
country with you this sunny Sunday. I ’ve got things
to do. When one is away at work all week - ”

She saw him seeing himself in the role o f educator:
The Education o f a Woman, Pygmalion to her subGalatea. He was not interested in discovering whether
she had ideas o f her own; indeed, when she expressed
opinions, he laughed and took her to bed. Old
cliches rose that she dared not express: she would have
to laugh herself.
When he returns from all his ego trips, thought Kris,
when it has all been said, in the ensuing silence he will
see me as a person. I mean to make it so. She smiled
and listened, a good listener - avid pupil? - playing
anima woman, biding her time. His vanity and its
charm, an almost pitiable innocence. Give him time.
She’d have him for breakfast. He regarded her as a
simple peasant; expatriate Pom that he was, even
laughed at, mimicked, her Kiwi accent. She’d be around
when the day o f reckoning came.

“ I, too, work all week - all the more reason fo r getting
out at the weekend. Now that the weather is warm
we should take advantage o f it - it has been a long
w inter.”
So it was that with a rug spread on the tender new grass,
they lay back, apart, under a massed cumulus sky,
summer sun striking the clouds blinding white, sky
larks high. From near by and afar came the plangent
bleating o f goats. Kris enfolded herself deeper in
reverie.
Jason rolled towards her and, from a little distance,
still, he stroked her arm; slowly from shoulder to wrist,
wrist to elbow, circling there, fingers combing to her
shoulder again and once more down, voluptuously
zig-zagging from outer to inner arm. He was sensitive to
her mood - and she resented his very sensitivity. His
intrusion, however unobtrusive, made her want to cry

out in exasperation. A t the same time she could have
turned to him with all the passion he had ever wanted
from her and she, wary, had never wanted to give. She
checked herself now, her desire for the man, not the
person, an insufficient reason for something, she told
herself, she sure as hell would regret.
But more, she resented his breaking the harmony, the
tranquil and rarely achieved peace. She wanted to
strike him. Yet he, too, was part o f it. It was he who
had made the moment possible. She should be
grateful. Think about that.

ZONTA

“ She was nothing. I made something o f her.” The
recollection o f his scornful words, on one o f the rare
occasions he had permitted himself to criticise his
second wife, recalled her anima woman from
unbearable impulse to fu lfil her ancient role. So
the gods, jealous, sundered the perfect being.

IS LOOKING
for a woman of achievement and
potential

Kris shrugged away. “ I t ’s getting cold,” she said,
and indeed, mountainous clouds, darker, now, had
obscured the sun. Sandflies had begun to bite. “ I
want to go home.”
Oh, God, she was being a bitch. Bitch, bitch, bitch. It
had to end. It was no use feeling sorry for him, sorry
fo r her - sorry for them, for it. Pity, Lord, vistas o f
togetherness, myths o f unity, the fragility o f perfect
moments marred beyond mending!

Applications are now being received for the fifth Annual
Award o f the Zonta Club o f Auckland (Inc.), a service
group o f professional and business women. The $300
Award will be presented to a woman o f achievement
and potential. The level o f attainment, field o f study
and/or business is not restricted but candidates must be
resident in Auckland at the time o f application and
should include details of the proposed course o f study/
travel/research for which the Award would be used
should their application be successful. Candidates may
apply personally or be nominated by an employer or
patron. Applications close on October 30, 1976 and
forms are available from :

They scarcely spoke on the drive home. Kris could
have wept for a hundred years - and she fe lt the sadness
on him, too. She wanted to take his hand. “ Dear man,
let us be friends.”
“ I cannot see you again. I ’ve said it before. I ’m sick of
your assumption that I don’t know my own mind. I’m
sorry - I mean it.”
“ Why? Am I a monster?”
He stirred her compassion, made her want to reach out.
“ O f course not. It is just that - I want to be free.”

Zonta Club o f Auckland (Inc.)
P.O. Box 5197
Auckland 1.

How free do you wish to be, lady? Have I proposed
marriage? I, too, wish to be free!”
“ Dear Jason, you will re-marry w ithin six months.”
Kris s colour came up. “ You would have proposed to
me any day.”

The winner o f the Award will be announced in Dec.
1976. Further details and information are now available
from the above address.

He smiled thinly. “ You are wrong. But since solitude
is what you want - I see that is what you want. Come,”
he said with accustomed authority.
He lay on the bed with her, clothed, and pressed her to
him, pressed himself to her with an intensity that left
her scarce breathing space, as if he would dissolve their
garments, skin, bone, sinew, and he would enter her
wholly by profound osmosis, from his tongue thrust
deep and still in her mouth, the length o f their rigid
bodies, thighs, knees, to clinging toes.

The making of this Annual Award is solely in the control of the
executive of the Zonta Club of Auckland (Inc.) and its elected
judges.

She felt such tenderness for him, stroked his head.
Shocked, she felt her face wet from his tears. They
lay thus a long while; he left her suddenly, wordless,
composed, his bearing dignified. Kris wanted to
call him back, strip for him, have him plunge into her,
lose himself, lose her. Lose h e r.... It would pass.
There were remedies. She gritted her teeth, heard him
drive away.
' ;i:,‘
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THE ZONTA CLUB OF AUCKLAND INCORPOR
ATED IS A DIVISION OF ZONTA INTERNATIONAL.
"A world-wide service organization o f executive women
in business and the professions. "
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The Fem inist Eye
Words are now as full as phials
Rings bedeck the language's hand
Words you hardly dare to use;
The spring on the ring may fail
Poisoning the wine or the coffee au lait
Of a best friend, or worse an erstwhile
Lover whom in indifference you forgot.
No matter. The words are poison
And you shall hang fo r them.

BOOK REVIEWS
Here Come the Clouds,
Elizabeth Smither,
Alister Taylor 1975

This collection of poems is in strong
contrast to This Fig Tree has Thorns (Christina Beer - reviewed next month)
it is more varied in subject matter,
more consciously "lite ra ry", and pro
bably more familiar, stylistically, to
the average reader of poetry. The
influence of such poets as T.S. Eliot,
Robert Browning, A.R.D. Fairburn is
recognizable, too much so at times.
I'm afraid I found many of these
poems unsatisfying; even after the
intellectual exercise some o f them
required was accomplished I found
myself inclined to think "So what?"
By this t don't mean that a poem
should necessarily have a "message"
or be immediately comprehensible but
I do feel that a reader should be able
to understand in some way why a
poet wrote a particular poem - what
idea, feeling, vision, etc. prompted
him to put these particular words on
paper. I found it d iffic u lt to respond
either emotionally or intellectually to
many of these poems. Too often it
seemed that the writer was being
clever simply for the sake of being
clever - as, for example, in A/rjadeus
and The Three Stages o f Friendship.
Too often I felt that what she was
driving at was obscured by clumsiness,
a lack of stylistic and formal control.
Take, for example, Poison Words, the

The metaphor behind this poem is
clear enough, not entirely original but
one with possibilities. However, there
is a lack of resolution between literal
meaning and form. A good poem
should impart something which a lit
eral paraphrase of that poem does not
- the form, the choice of words, and
the way they are put together should
contribute to the "meaning" (in its
fullest sense) of the poem. To me it
seems that in Poison Words there is a
contradiction between the ideas of
phials of poison, the spring on the
poison ring, the implication of w itty
embellishment in the second line, and,
the clumsiness of lines such as "Rings
bedeck the language's hand" and "....
or worse an erst while/Lover whom
in indifference you forgot."
Of course, not all the poems are as
unresolved as this one. A Severed Arm
and The burnt child are both wellmade poems with a precision of lang
uage and structure that underlines the
ideas involved. Of all the poems I
found those with religious themes the
most interesting - possibly because

they deal with something really of
real meaning to the writer herself.
Though I personally found Mission
Impossible somewhat presumptuous in
its assumed intimacy with God, it has
a fine sense of close oppression which
is contrasted with the sense of the last
four lines Did he smile early on Sunday
Smelling the spices in his wounds
Tasting the white walls of the tomb
With his eyes, the fresh air of morning ?
In this poem too, structure and mean
ing are closely related. In this and
other works - Lucifer and The Maid,
fo r example, there seems to me to be
a real originality of metaphor under
lying the poems, but even so Elizabeth
Smither's insufficiently tight control
occasionally lets her down And Joseph's wand
Flowering on the hillsides, the dull hills
Becoming splendid and stars bigger
Than memory on the journey to her
cousin's place.
So like a party!
(The Maid)
This obtrusive exclamation seems very
much out of place, and worse, draws
our attention away from the following
words "The angel with an envelope...”
which is intimately related to the
metaphor in the last verse of the
poem
The angel had asked a receipt;
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The seal she broke in joy
In pain her account was kept.
Some of the poems are in a certain
sense " w itty ” - for example, in the
word play o f Amadeus, the combina
tion o f fairy tale and all too horrid
reality in Last fairy at Hitler's Christ
ening or the deliberate bathos of A
letter from St. Paul. However, I found
their w it somewhat forced at times,
and the archaisms which the writer
frequently employs (Pshaw!;
Lah!!
madame/Put away the smelling salts,
etc.) were irritating rather than effect
ive.
On the whole, it seems to me that
Elizabeth Smither tries both too hard
and not hard enough. She strives after
the oqtlandish adjective, the startling
simile, and what F.R. Leavis calls
"the externals of profundity and sub
tle ty ";
but she does not expend
enough energy on making her work
comprehensible, nor on the problems
of form which it is essential for the
poet to master. There is some really
good work in this book; it is a pity
that so much work that is less than
adequate detracts from it.
Priscilla Pitts

Run, John, run,
watch, Janet, watch
Council for Equal Pay and
Opportunity.
Herstory Press 1976, $1.
"R un, John, run watch, Janet, watch
is a study of sex-role stereotyping in
infant readers used in New Zealand.
It was undertaken by a working party
of twelve women under the aegis of
the Council for Equal Pay and Opport
unity and presented to the Parlia
mentary Select Committee on Wo
men's Rights in A pril, 1974.
The authors explain their belief that
sex roles are learnt, not inherent, and
that one of the ways we can teach
children
what those roles are is
through the content of the books we
use to teach them to read. If we dis
approve of sex-role stereotyping, then
our children do not drink it in with
the rudiments of reading. Which is
what, say the authors of this study,
they are doing in our schools right
now. They claim that "the materials
used in schools to teach children the
basic intellectual skill
of reading

(1) reinforce the traditional stereo
typed role-images for males and fe
males when these are increasingly un
realistic in the present social and
economic setting, and (2) discriminate
against female children by teaching
them to identify with a role image
that is detrimental to their social and
psychological, as well as their intell
ectual development." (p. 9)
They support this claim w ith the
findings of an analysis of 278 child
ren's books, supplied by three major
publishers. The checklist used and
results in fu ll are given in two append
ices. Their major findings were that
male characters outnumbered female
characters in the books by about two
to one. A ll the families portrayed
were two-parent families with natural
offspring only. Only one adult woman
(out of 295 portrayed) was shown
working at a non-domestic task. This
is hardly a realistic presentation of
New Zealand life, where nearly onethird of the work force is female,
many parents are solo or divorced, and
there are lots of adopted and fostered
children.
Occupational roles fo r women were
limited - only 19 were portrayed, and
these included witch, old woman and
fairy godmother. There were 61 roles
for men. But the men in the readers
spent more time playing with children
and less time working around the
home. Boys and girls in the readers
reflect the adult divisions, with the
boys always on the go, while the girls
prepare, largely by sedentary games
such as tea parties and dolls houses,
fo r domesticity.
The intellectual and emotional a tti
tudes of girls and boys were also
differentiated, with the girls, on the
whole, being colourless in comparison
to the boys. They display less initia
tive, and are less likely to encounter
and solve problems than the boys.
They are also more likely to nag and
be "goody-goods".
These findings grow in significance
when one realises that the greater
emphasis on boys in school readers is
both due to, and justified by, the fact
that boys have greater d iffic u lty in
learning to read than girls.
(The
reasons for that make an interesting
study into sex discrimination in early
childhood.) It was decided that boys
needed more exciting, "masculine"

Run,John,run.
Watch, Janet, watch.
a study of sex-role stereotyping
in infant readers,
by a working party of the Council for
Equal Pay and Equal Opportunity

To:

T. Wainwright
Box 3871
Wellington

Please send me ...... copies of "Run
John run, watch Janet watch" at $1
per copy.
I enclose cheque/money
order for $...........
NAME....................................................
ADDRESS.............................

Receipt required.......
not required....... (please t i r k)
stories to encourage them to read.
Given the dull way in which girls are
depicted in the readers and the un
adventurous occupations they are seen
to be engaged in, it is not likely that
boys (and probably girls) can't see
much point in learning to read if that
is all there is to read about. However,
the authors of the study say that " I t
can be shown that children prefer
adventurous ... independent female
characters and that both boys and
girls will w illingly read and enjoy tales
about girls so long as they are doing
something more interesting than hav
ing tea-parties." (p. 23) This is one of
their recommendations. "R un John
run watch, Janet, watch" is easily
read, and is both a useful reference
and a guide to change. Let's hope we
see some changes.
Christine Dann

Fragments of a World,
Ed Gillian Chaplin et al,
John Mclndoe Ltd, 1976
$6.95
A lot of Art Students and
a Farmer's wife.

Already, after showing this book to a
few of my friends, the binding has be
gun to collapse. We have all remarked v»
on the fuzzy printing on the back
cover and, of course, the dubious
quality of printing throughout the
book has already been the subject of
quite a few reviews. Anyone picking
up this book could be excused for
thinking that women photographers
achieve denseness and little contrast
in their work but I am assured that
the originals are sharp and clear, so
this fa ult must be the printer's. It is a
pity that the female editorial panel
had no success in having this remedied
at the proofing stage.
Mind you,
$1,000.00 doesn't go far these days ...
Having said that about the quality, I
must mention what I see as a lack of
design. Economy has dictated photos
on fro n t and back of each page.

Book offer

You can order
''Fragments of a
W orld" from Broadsheet. Also "Hersto ry" - a woman's appointment diary
for 1977 put out by the Dunedin
Collective for Woman and published
by Mclndoe's, Dunedin. We w ill be
reviewing "H e rstory" in the November
Broadsheet,
but briefly it is very
attractive, interesting and good value
fo r $2.95.

Please send me :
Fragments of a World
$ 6 .9 5 ...............
Herstory 1977
$ 2 .9 5 ...............

To :
Name ...
Address

Leslie Haines
greatly detracting from the presenta
tion of a powerful image, especially,
when one photographer's work is next
to another's. However this placing
works to the advantage of some works
... for example, Jill Hazard's beach
scenes on pages 64,65 are so usual in
content that they would have little
impact singly and complement each
other so well that they need to be to 
gether. Rachael Feather's two port
raits on pages 50,51 also present a
powerful dual image as do 'Ethel' and
'Ethel's friend' on pages 106,107 Sharyn Young's familiar works.
To illustrate these comments I had to
turn to the index at the back: the only
way to find out who took each photo.
However no clue is given as to name,
place, date of the photos. I realise
that the editors may have wished to
leave the photos to stand on their
own but with such a variety of styles
some to ta lly different yet next to
each other, I find it annoying to have
to continually turn to the back to
1 1ind whether one woman could poss
ibly have taken both photos.
A feminist buying this book is prob. ably not going to be interested in
where I feel it has failed, however I
am not sufficiently conversant with
the right things to say about con
temporary photography to say with
confidence
'the symmetry of this
photograph complemented the soft
ness of to ta lity of vision which in turn
detracted from the reality of com-

position'.
So let me give a few
comments on how
I see women
photographers as represented by this
book.
A lot of photographs of people, but
usually in ones, twos, or small groups,
very few cars or machines, very little
architecture, few textures, few (yet
powerful) landscapes,
little experi
mentation, little abstraction. Much of
the portraiture is very straight. Sym
pathetic, definitely not mocking, but
not very searching. I fe lt that not
many of the subjects would feel upset,
disturbed or thoughtful with the view
of themselves they see here. Except-

Merylyn Tweedie

check on who took them.
So. Women are doing nice things with
light in landscapes and sensitive things
w ith people, but in the main, nice
seems to be the operative word and I
don't th ink we are saying enough.
Comment from one friend ... ''Some
are better than others, aren't they.”
Sally Hollis-McLeod

The Old Book Shop
467 Lake Road * Takapuna

The Female Breast,
Elizabeth Weiss,
Bantam 1975
$2.25

Gillian Chaplin
ions to this are; the' blurred, emotive
work of Merylyn Tweedie who pre
sents her portraits in a way that
recalled 'The Scream' by Munch. I
was impressed also by Deborah Bagnail's page 11 portrait of a young
woman and baby and Rhonda Bosworth's pictures of children on pages
19‘, 20, Gillian Chaplin 28, 29 and,
Hell, there are quite a few more but I
m sick of turning to the index to

You can have a copy of this
beautiful three colour poster
[colours: red, mustard, olive
green] by writing to:
Broadsheet, P.O. Box 47261,
Auckland
enclosing $1.00, includes
postage and packing.

This amusing yet informative book
covers all kinds of information on the
breast from fashions in breasts over
the ages to bottle feeding and cancer.
I wish I had had access to this book
seventeen years ago when I was forced
to satisfy my curiosity by investig
ating the material in the out-of-date
library in the small town where I
lived.
The introduction of this book answers
a lot of questions in a clear and com
mon sense way.
Another chapter
"The Fashionable Breast” covers the
shape and style of the "n o rm a l" breast
for each period from the Amazons to
the no-bra bras of 1976. I thoroughly
enjoyed this section having always felt
that breast consciousness was learned.
The opening paragraph of the section
on the first bra tells us that 28,000
tons of steel (enough to build two
battleships) was released for war use
when women gave up their stays with
US entry into WW1. The new fabrics
developed during the world wars made
it possible to manufacture more com
fortable underwear and made possible
the development of our present bras.
I found the most useful sections those
on how the breast works, how it
should be cared for and diseases of the
breast. Although I had known the in
form ation about breast-feeding for
years I did learn what a cold in the
breast was after having suffered one
and cured myself of it years ago.
The section on breast cancer is tho
rough and excellent; it covers all that
is necessary for a woman to know be
fore she has to know. It doesn't co
ver chemotherapy more than superfic
ially as this work is still only discussed
in Cancer Research Journals.
Joan Simmons
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FILM
Lipstick
Director: Lamont Johnson
Rape, that unsubtle combination of
sex and violence, is the subject of this
film . It is fo r this reason that people
from Broadsheet and Rape Crisis sat
amongst established media at the pre
view of "L ip s tic k ".
The main character in this film , Chris
McCormick (Margaux Hemingway) is
a model, who, the early scenes make
clear, is regarded as a sex object. A f
ter seeing Chris posing for the cameras
on the beach, Gordon Stuart, Chris's
younger sister's (Kathy) music tea
cher, turns up at her fla t and after
hearing Chris talking to her boyfriend
on the phone becomes furious. Fur
ious because she obviously prefers her
boyfriend to him, furious because she
was bored with his music he was play
ing her, furious because autographed
photos of famous men line her apart
ment walls. He accuses her of having
sex with all of them, smears lipstick
all over her and brutally sodomises
her.
We fo llo w her reporting of the rape to
the police and the trial where the pro
secuting attourney is a woman (Anne
Bancroft). Inevitably Stuart is acquit
ted at the trial; he lies blatantly. 'She

RAPE

CAN TURN A COVER GIRL
INTO A KILLER!!

Lipstick
INTRODUCING

M ARGAUX HEMINGWAY

WATCH FOR THIS NEW FILM THROUGHOUT N.Z.

COMMENCING OCTOBER 15
(PERSONS UNDER I8 NOT A D M I T T E D ) _____________

was a beautiful woman. I wanted to
make love with her ... love ... not ..."
His lawyer argues that Chris consen
ted; makes her admit that she thought
sexy thoughts as she was photograp
hed. Stuart comes over as Mr Nice
Guy tempted and encouraged by the
rampantly sexual model who w ill do
anything for kicks.
Chris's work suffers as she finds she is
no longer capable o f selling her sex
uality. She plans to go on a holiday
with sister Kathy but just as they are
about to leave Kathy is raped by Stu
art. Chris is furiously angry and hunts
down Stuart and shoots him. There is
a murder trial where Chris is acquit
ted.
There is nothing particularly subtle
about this film . However, I found it
particularly powerful. I am not a film
critic and I did not go to see it as a
film critic; I went to see it as a wo
man w ith a feminist consciousness. I
identified strongly with Chris - after
all she is what every woman "w ants" tc
be. I identified with Chris's anger and
was right there with her deciding to
kill Stuart, waiting fo r him to come
into range and shooting until I had no
bullets left and still shooting. I was
panting with rage and desire for rev
enge - I heard myself. I was physic
ally shaking and still angry for about
an hour afterwards. I was manipula
ted to feel this by the movie, but two
other people I spoke to weren't. May

be I'm susceptible to
of Hollywood.

the fantasy

it was not a very realistic movie in
many ways; it certainly wasn't a fem
inist movie. It was unsubtle and con
trived. Stuart came over alternately
as Mr Nice Guy and Mr Nasty; trans
formed by his sexual urges into a vio
lent mysogynist, but never as a very
clear person. Chris is every woman.
The film relies on action rather than
acting for its impact, but this impact
is undeniable.
I am obviously rather confused about
this movie because, although on the
one hand, I can see intellectually that
it is a film made by men about rape,
on the other hand, emotionally, it
aroused in me the anger that rape
arouses.
The film raises issues like the sexual
sell of advertising, male objectification
of women, especially beautiful wo
men. It places women in opposition
to men - the female police officer, the
female lawyer, Chris and Kathy vs the
photographers, rapist, male lawyer,
masculine society. The men commit
the atrocities; the women take the re
venge. It shows up rape for what it is:
violence. Chris doesn't use sex for her
revenge; she murders.
As a feminist I cannot bring myself to
recommend the film . However, as a
woman I w ill always remember it as
an incredibly powerful film which I
could relate to. My emotions tell me

it was "b rillia n t" because it happened
to me. It was not an intellectual exer
cise. You'll have to decide fo r your
selves when it is released in your area.
Val Cole
'Rape can turn a cover girl into a k il
ler' said the promotion blurb we were
handed at the preview of Lipstick.
Well, a touch of feminism can't turn a
cheap movie into a winner. The dis
tributors of this film are emphasising
the feminist appeal of the story of a
photographic model's (Margaux Hem
ingway) rape by her younger sister's
music teacher, the trial and its aftermath.
To make a serious, non-titillating film
about rape isn't easy, but I don't feel
the makers of Lipstick even tried.
The rape scene is prolonged and detai
led. The simplistically moralistic tone
of the film is matched by cliched sym
bolism: camera shifts from vulture
looking onto beach to film crew
photographing Margaux.
Only one
character came alive for me:Margaux's
sister. Perhaps because the script gave
her some ambivalent feelings (she
loved and trusted both her teacher and
her sister), which made her more real
than the wicked rapist and his inno
cent victim. The courtroom scene was
pure soap ogera and I fe lt Margaux's
answers under cross - examination
could only have been invented by a
man.
This film , ostensibly about woman's
exploitation, (Margaux's sex and body
are used to sell lipstick, which object
ification leads to her being raped)
works on more levels than it intended
to. For me the exploitation portrayed
expanded to include the making of
the film about it. Lipstick has all the
elements of box office appeal form 
ula: sex, not straight which has been
overdone, but sodomy (we did miss
Last Tango ...), beauty (the rape
victim a model), the Church (Margaux
is consoled and counselled by her
priest brother) and a child actress. I
left the theatre w ith the sick feeling I
get after reading an entire Playboy
magazine.
Camille Guy
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Send your contributions for the
Hogwash pages to Broadsheet,
P.O. Box 47261, Auckland.

IDear Friend

STOP THE DOOR BANGER

I This chain letter was started by a man like yourself, in the hope
||that it would bring relief and happiness to tired and bored working men.
iUnlike most chain letters this does not cost a cent. Simply send a copy
(of this letter to five of your friends who are equally bored and tired.
SThen bundle up your wife and send her to the man whose name appears on the
|top of the list. Add your name to the bottom of the list,. When your name
icomes to the top of the list you will receive 1,747 women.

Fits All Makes Of Cars

iSome of those are bound to be a hell of an improvement on the one you have.
;Have faith, do not break the chain. One man did and got his old lady back.

Good luck
iAt the time of writing this a friend of mine had received 357 women. They
buried him yesterday.
It took five undertakers 36 hours to get the smile
■off his face.
K Pad l e y

FIFTEEN COLOURS TO CHOOSE FROM AND
A TWELVE MONTH WRITTEN GUARANTEE

PROTECTA STRIP P.N.
Ph. 80015 anytime

Contributors ;

T(tU cut lecu>t tickled one. RotcuUan11 fancy.
^£032. SyVNcV, S i . NARY'S area. Wanted. Low mileage, one
omcJi lenmilnobtle. Good body and uphold teru eAteruClal.
About 1.940 model. Au&t. oh. Imported. f-Jo ex-taxl 6 wanted.
Tender loving ecoie guaranteed by 46-year-old ccnnoUteun.
C & n b erb u sy

rt&rc

C tu b

N e w s le tte r

AiarCjOrel 81/Xcj

\Jed Cole
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Healthy W omen

T he P ill
In the third article in this series on the Pill, S A R A H
C A L V E R T looks at Diethyl Stilestrol [DES],
D E S daughters and the morning-after pill.
The morning-after-pill (MAP) has
provided thousands of women with a
very real protection against pregnancy
following unprotected intercourse. It
has been widely used in New Zealand,
yet the majority of women who use it
are totally unaware of the risks
involved. The drug nQrmally active in
the morning-after-pill, Diethyl
Stilbestrol (DES), is potentially dang
erous not only for the woman concern
ed but for any children (in utero at
the time) especially female children.
Peter Greenwald, of the New York
State Department of Health, stated
“ We do not have adequate proof as to
the safety of DES as a morning-afterpill”, (1973). Indeed fears were expressed
about DES as early as 1971 when
researchers discovered a disturbing
development. Young women whose
mothers had been given an anti
miscarriage drug in the 1950s were
developing rare types of cancer only
previously seen in women of meno
pausal age. Up to 1973 over 200
women have been admitted to US
hospitals with rare cancer (usually of
the vagina or cervix) which normally
occurs in women of 50 years of age
and over, if at all. Before 1966 Vincent
Memorial Hospital (Boston) had never
seen a case of a young woman with
vaginal adenocarcinoma (a rare type of
cancer). Between 1966-9 seven young
women with this condition were
admitted to the hospital. All were
aged between 15-22 years of age. The
only common thing between all these
women was that early in pregnancy
their mothers had been given DES to
prevent miscarriage.
“There is a highly significant association
between the treatment of mothers with
estrogen diethyl stilbestrol during preg
nancy and the subsequent development
of adenocarcinoma of the vagina in
their daughters” , noted Dr A.L. Herbst
one of the doctors involved in treat
ment of these women in 1971.
DES was given to prevent miscarriage,
in the US it was given out to all women

attending hospital clinics (‘as a pre
caution’) and this may have happened
at some stage in New Zealand, Great
Britain and elsewhere. The peak years
of its use were 1945-65 and it is
estimated that some 3 million women
at least were given this drug, all this
while it was unclear exactly ‘how’
DES worked to prevent miscarriage or
indeed if it did in fact prevent mis
carriage, and without really adequate
testing over a long period of time.
1958, American Journal of Obstetrics
and Gynaecology (Vol 75) “There is
no statistical evidence for the value of
Stilbestrol therapy” .
We are now seeing cancer in the very
earliest takers’ daughters. It is estimat

women will live; if not they will die.
Often, however, doctors are unable to
diagnose this type of cancer correctly
because it is so rare and because its
symptoms (spotting, bleeding etc) are
often treated as menstrual problems
and oral contraceptives are prescribed.
The drug handbooks used by doctors
(In New Zealand, “ New Ethicals” and
“MIMS” ) don’t mention special side
effects of DES although it is used not
only for the MAP but in at least three
other drugs/ointments, one of which,
Pabestrol, is given to suppress lactation
and for estrogen therapy.
It is unclear why DES should cause
cancer in the daughters of women
who used it. One suggestion is that
natural estrogen is used to renew the
uterine and vaginal linings cyclically
by sloughing off the epidermal (lining)
cells. It may be that the introduction
of synthetic estrogen during the fetal
stage causes changes in the epidermal
cells, probably creating a precancerous
condition. During puberty, when the
flow of natural estrogen in the female
begins, the pre-cancerous cells begin
to multiply, the cancer then enters its
propagation stage. However recent
evidence suggests a connection between
the use of DES and cancer of the
uterine lining and there is an increasing
suggestion that older women given
synthetic estrogen to relieve menov
pausal symptoms can develop cancer
which leaves the above explanation
high and dry. All that we can say for
sure is that in women, the inter
connection of hormones and body
process is so complex and delicate that
anything at all introduced into the
cycle can have very serious adverse
effects.
We can say with absolute certainty that
DES, or any synthetic hormone should
be given carefully and monitored very
closely. They should never be given
out (as they have been) indiscriminately
or unnecessarily, or without the woman
concerned being given all possible
information about the possible sideeffects on her and any child. At all
times other drugs or solutions should
be carefully looked at prior to their
use (and this applies to the Birth
Control Pill as well). Doctors should
be educated to recognise those women
who cannot be given these drugs for
a variety of contra-indications.

ed (in a law suit now being fought in
the U.S. over malformation caused by
DES) that at least 500,000 women in
the US may run the risk of death due
to rare cancer because of DES. If the
cancer is detected at an early age these

Adenocarcinoma of the vagina is most
likely to occur when menstruation
starts, or where another artificial
hormone (Birth Control Pill or Morn- ■
ing After Pill) is introduced. For this
reason doctors in the USA are reluctant
to prescribe estrogen type Birth Cont
rol Pills or the MAP to DES daughters.

However since many doctors are
reluctant to admit that a drug given in
good faith is in fact dangerous there is
often no way either the mother or the
daughter know there is any risk.
Statistics on the survival rates of
women with adenocarcinoma of the
vagina and cervix are not very
reassuring. Greenwald et al (1971)
treated five DES daughters, three of
whom died, Herbst et al (1971,2)
report 12 deaths from 34 cases. The
best treatment results are gained
from radical surgery (only one death
after 14 operations). Radiation gives
very poor results for this type of
cancer. All of which means that even
a ‘cured’ woman will face the fact
of never bearing children and the
possibility of many related problems,
pain and after-affects.
Any woman who thinks she was given
DES during pregnancy and later bore
a female child from that pregnancy, or
any woman who thinks she may be a
DES daughter should try to get in
contact with the hospital or doctor
who prescribed the drug. DES daught
ers can take the following precautions:
Learn the symptoms of cancer (there
are seven).
Have a complete vaginal examination
at least once a year which should
include :
(a) Vaginal cytology (study of the
cells of the vagina for
abnormality).
(b) Visual examination of the
vagina/cervix.
(c) Palpation of the vaginal/
cervical area (manual
examination).
(d) Schiller staining (coating the
walls with iodine to detect
cancerous cells).
(e) Immediate biopsy of any ab
normal cells (testing in a
laboratory).

(Times April 18th), and even then the
drug was not named. Indeed it would
appear that government agencies and the
medical profession are more concerned
that women might not use hormonal
preparations than that they should be
warned of the dangers of these drugs.
The FDA (Food and Drug Administ
ration dept) stated:
“The FDA has to be careful not to
create an emotional crisis on the part
of American women” (Charles Edwards
FDA Commissioner, in answer to a
question on why the FDA had not
alerted the DES daughters in the USA).
Look at the view of women contained
in that statement, emotional
unthinking, irrational: we are viewed
as unable to assess for ourselves the
value of a given drug. Below is a
calendar which shows rather graphi
cally the priorities of the male
structures around us.

Women must learn that
knowledge is power and
our bodies are our first
frontier.
1971 FDA warns against the use of
the moming-after-pill (DES).
1971 New England Medical Journal
(One of the most respected
medical publications) warns
against the use of synthetic
estrogens in pregnancy.
1972 American Journal of Obstetrics
and Gynaecology advocates the
use of DES for Acne (!)
1972 Lily, major producers of DES
increases profits by 4% ($2 mill)
1972 FDA bans the use of DES in
cattle feed because of its
carcinogenic properties (cancer
causing). But it does not ban its
use in the MAP despite the fact
that a woman taking the MAP
ingests anything up to
835,000 times the amount of
DES she would have got from
meat feed on cattlefeed with
DES additives.

All women who might be DES
daughters should see their doctors
immediately there is any vaginal
bleeding or spotting. You should
explain that there might be a DES
connection. Some doctors will tend to
view this symptom as a general hor
monal imbalance. If you have bleeding
stop taking any other synthetic
estrogen (Birth Control Pill) as the
addition of further estrogen may aggra
vate the condition.

Today few women receive DES in
anything else but the MAP, women
have come to regard this as a great
liberator (rather like those other
great liberators the BCP, the IUD).

Many cases of this problem remain
unreported, other cases remain un
known because the connection remains
undetected. Only this year, 1976, a
general statement was made by Dr
Faris (Auckland) about the connection

Yet many American Planned Parent
hood clinics (whose concern for the
real needs of women is held suspect)
have stopped giving out the MAP and
Lily (MAP producer) has stated “ the
company is discouraging the use of
DES as a contraceptive. We ourselves

don’t have the backup and supporting
data to justify it in our own minds”.
All of which was designed to head off
any law suits which might have been
coming their way from irate women.
The FDA has admitted that there is a
reluctance on the part of drug compan
ies to produce synthetic hormonal
products because of the fear of law
suits all of which indicates that they
themselves know that these compounds
might be dangerous.
T he m om ing-after-pill contains an
average of 25-50 mgs of DES, usually
dispensed as a series of 10 pills taken
two per day for five days. DES given
this way is an inexpensive synthetic
estrogen containing about 2 years
supply of estrogen as in the BCP, hence
the common assumption that a large
dose of the BCP will provide protection
from pregnancy in the same way as the
MAP. T his is n o t tru e, but it will
make you very ill.
There is conflicting evidence about the
effectiveness of the MAP. Dr Sidney
Wolfe of the Health Research Group
estimates a low effectiveness rate of
60%. However, I think that much
probably depends on the doctor pre
scribing the drug and the care he/she
takes over correct usage. In 1970 the
Journal of Fertility and Sterility
estimated that 90% of women who
have unprotected intercourse do not
conceive. Equally important the MAP
is totally ineffective if given more than
72 hours after intercourse (if given
after 72 hours the MAP will expose
the fetus to many times the dosage of
cancer-causing hormones and women
in the US are now recommended to
have an abortion if this happens). It
appears that some doctors hand out
the MAP with little in the way of
checks (for the likelihood of pregnancy,
for length of time since intercourse
etc) and fail to inform patients of the
risks they and the fetus run.
Virtually all women experience severe
nausea and some vomiting as a side
effect and this can cause some women
to stop taking the pills. Do n o t sto p
tak in g th e pills, you must take the
whole set if they are to work at all.
Some doctors do not check the history
of the women, so women themselves
should be aware of the situations
that exclude the use of the MAP.

Do not use the MAP if
You are a DES daughter.
You have been told not to use the
BCP for any reason.
You have fibrocystic disease of the
breast, (growth of fibrous tissue in th
breast).
You have a personal or family Ifistory

of breast cancer or genital cancer.
You are a diabetic.
You have a history of blood clots.
(Thrombosis).
The Physicians Desk Guide (US edition
1972) notes :
“The contraindications for DES
administration are the same as those
for estrogen therapy in general.”
The idea that there is a morning-afterpill that is totally safe can lead some
women who are having heterosexual
sex irregularly to a preference for that
as a contraceptive. It has for instance
been advocated in some cases as
preferable to the BCP, IUD or other
methods of contraception. Research
suggests that because of the risks
associated with the MAP, both those
we know now and those that we may
well find out about in the future, it
should be used only in emergencies
where no other reasonable alternative
is available. In the US feminist health
workers advocate the use of menstrual
extraction as being far more desirable
than the use of the MAP. Women
should therefore be wary of statements
based on US research which suggest
that this is a safe and reliable form of
contraceptive.
Women given the MAP in an experi
ment by Dr Lucille Kuchera made the
following statements when interviewed
about the experiment:
“It created an atmosphere in which
people were encouraged to be
irresponsible about preventable birth
control because they could take care
of it the ‘next morning’” .
“I certainly would not have taken the
pill (MAP) if I had been aware and
informed of the risks”.
“ .. a lack of moral responsibility in
dispensing the MAP on an experimental
basis without our consent” .
“I feel this incident (Dr Kuchera’s
research) raises serious questions about
the leadership of the Health Service (at
the University of Michigan) and the
ethical standards of the doctors who
were working there at the time” .
During this research, which is often
cited to prove the effectiveness of
the MAP, women were not followed up
to see if they remained pregnant.
Indeed at the University of Michigan,
a survey of women given the MAP
between 1968-74 showed that fully
61% had never been followed-up to
see if they remained pregnant or had
any complications. In this study it was
found that 9% of the women given the
MAP were in fact DES daughters.
While some studies have been done
with Prpat. care and are therefore

reliable it cannot be doubted that
many of the studies quoted to prove
the effectiveness and safety of the
•MAP are further examples of the
attempt to encourage women to see
the whole problem of contraception as
solved and no longer a political problem
of the control of our bodies.
Dr Ann Pfrender, a doctor at University
of Michigan has made a statement
about her use of the MAP which I
feel is an example of good medical
care :
“the first thing I look at is whether
she really needs the pill, where in her
cycle she is. I ask how she feels about
the sexual encounter. Some girls are
very calm, others u p set.... Some people
tell me it’s against their principles to
take pills, including BCP so I discourage

them from taking the MAP. And then
we discuss their attitude towards
abortion.......They fill out a family
history form and a personal medical
history (including a question on
whether their mother took DES). I
then scan these and question the
woman on the conditions they’ve
checked, I look to see if they might
be DES daughters since we don’t
know the effect of the MAP on them I
don’t want to give it to them. I do a
physical exam and I want to make
sure they don’t have cancer since we
know that some cancers are affected
by the hormones. I also do a Pap
smear if they haven’t had one recently.
If someone might have a problem
metabolising estrogen then I don’t
give her the morning-after-pill. If she
has a liver or kidney disease it depends
on the severity whether its a contrain
dication or not, you have to carefully
evaluate each case.
I stress to women who request the

MAP that if they are already pregnant
the MAP will affect the fetus. I tell
them that there is the same association
between DES and blood clotting as
with the BCP. I try to ferret out their
questions so that they are satisfied. I
always write out a prescription for
nausea .... As for follow-up, I believe
that someone here at the Uni Health
Service is requesting that the girls come
back in three weeks, but for a while I
yvas actually calling them myself to
make sure they had got their periods. I
think I may start doing that again but
at present I am requesting that they
call me. Last winter we had a workstudy person who was checking the
records and writing follow-up letters,
we plan to do that again this year. As
for the staff feeling here .... I think we
just all wish we didn’t have to give out
the MAP at all.”
1974
Feminists remain divided about the
MAP in the same way they remain
divided about the BCP, IUD etc,
indeed about all drugs given to women.
I believe the MAP, IUD, BCP are all
necessary evils rather like abortion;
none of us like the idea of having to
use or have them but we have no choice
if we are to successfully limit our
fertility by choice. What we have the
right to demand is the full information
about these drugs and devices. Why
should we know more about what acid,
nicotine and marijuana can do to our
bodies and not about what estrogen,
DES etc can do. Women who do have
unprotected intercourse and are sure
they are pregnant may choose to use
the MAP, if they do, they have the
right to adequate and complete
treatment and follow-up, and they
must know all the possible reper
cussions. They must be aware that they
may need to have an abortion if the
MAP fails, and they must be prepared
for any complications that might arise.
In the same way women on the BCP,
IUD etc must have full information.
Knowledge is important because when
women realise how much these man
made things mess them up they will
demand that money is spent to find
good safe reliable contraception. They
will demand women oriented health
systems. Such activity will frighten the
drug companies and not a few doctors
who see their control over women in
terms of these drugs and devices. It is
profitable to have women in ignorance.
Given knowledge they can fight for a
better deal. Oppression of our bodies
is a basic oppression. Until we have
control of our own bodies, until we
make the choices, we are at the mercy
of the male world. Until we have the
information we cannot fight. Women
must learn that knowledge is power
and our bodies are our first frontier.
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P.O. Box 1313,
Whangarei

WANGANUI

<

Motueka District WEL
Box 145
Motueka

WEL.
Room 2, 2nd floor.
Majestic Theatre Building,
Willis Street, Wellington.
Box 11-285,
Manners St.
Ph. 739-321
(Weekdays 10am-2pm)

TE AWAMUTU
Te Awamutu Feminists,
111 Hazel mere Cres,
Te Awamutu.
or Phone Carol Jeffcoat 4320
Jill O'Dwir 7249
Jenny Mossier 6334

Canterbury University Feminists,
Student Union Building,
Private Bag,
Christchurch.

A LR A N Z,
P.O. Box 19052,
Wellington.

A L R A N Z,
P.O. Box 380,
Tokoroa.

'

Wanganui Abortion Action Group,
Ph 34-130,
Wanganui.

NAPIER
Halfway House Action Committee UPPER HUTT
cl- 15 Chambers St,
Napier.
NOW,
18 Cruickshank Road,
Ph. 56263
Upper Hutt.

NAPIER/HASTINGS

WELLINGTON

NOW,
A L R A N Z,
P.O. Box 1222,
Hastings.

NOW,
P.O. Box 9090,
Courtenay Place,
Wellington.
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Please send any additions or
alterations to Broadsheet,
P.O. Box 47261, Auckland.

Christchurch news
We are searching for premises for a
new Women’s House to replace the
facilities we had at 249 Kilmore St.
The old Women’s Centre had two main
functions; one, it was a refuge centre,
and two, it provided a place for the
exchange of ideas and activities bet
ween women in various feminist
groups.
The refuge centre was re-established as
a separate house catering for the needs
of women in oppressive domestic
situations. It is now functioning
effectively without being burdened
with meetings and contact calls on
feminist matters.
We now have formed a group of wo
men from the Kilmore St combined
feminist groups (with quite a few
newcomers) to consider a new
Women’s House which could be a
centrally located shop front with
rooms to house a feminist library, not
ice board, (possibly) rape crisis centre,
film collection, meeting facilities, tele
phone contact service, indexed
woman’s resource card system, and
woman’s learning exchange.
To fund the rental of the premises we
hold parties every six weeks where we
charge an admission of $1.50. The
parties are well supported by the
lesbian and feminist communities in
Christchurch and at present act as a
vital communications link as no
regular large lesbian feminist meetings
occur as they did in the two years that
S.H.E. flourished.
The feminists who are working for a
new Women’s House comprise women
from Radical Feminists, University
Feminists, Sisters for Homophile
Equality, Women Artists, and N.O.W.
We call our combined selves the
Women’s House Collective and warmly
invite all interested women to join us.
We have much work to do - the parties
need bar, door sales, cleaning up and
publicity assistance. At the Women’s
House we will need volunteers for tele
phone answering, women to do

research for the resource contact card
system, and to catalogue the library
system etc. We will need furnishings,
all kinds of material resources, woman
skills and money! Your contributions
will be welcome.
We have meetings on the average about
once a month, at present our main
topics for meeting are to organize our
selves to prepare for the Radical Femi
nist Caucus and the rent fundraising
parties.

Christchurch Women’s Refuge
Centre Lives....................................
Run by a collective of women, we
rent a 3 bedroomed house in Syden
ham, providing accommodation and
support for women who have to leave
bad domestic situations (especially
violent husbands).

We need women to help on the
roster, give practical support, etc..........
Ring:— Caroline
Diane
Barbara

- 559-965
- 554-746
- 287-121

Wimmins Resource Contact Card
Index F o r.........................................
Travel, local travel, overseas travel,
sharing vehicles, hitch-hiking.

To K now .........................................
Where there are women’s centres, rape
crisis centres, abortion clinics, feminist
groups, lesbian clubs.

To lo cate........................................
Women carpenters, women trampers,
plumbers, artists, doctors, lawyers, cabdrivers, mechanics. If you are, or
know of such women who are available
for either the teaching of their skills,
trade, or whatever or the rendering of
their services their name and address
could be indexed (if that’s okay by
them of course).

To inform ........................................
Women’s books, films, art publications,
newsletters, meetings, parties, confer
ences, etc.

For a id ............................................
Solo mothers, babysitting, food co-ops,,
daycare, health.

You name it - we could include it
it so that women in Christchurch
can seek other women out here
or elsewhere for any amount of
exchanges.

The Christchurch Women Artists
Group re-opened this year for activi
ties and strategies for women artists in
a patriarchal art world. We are work
ing towards creating situations where a
nurturant, feminist dialogue is
supportive to the woman artist who
seeks new ways of expressing her
woman vision. At present we are con
sidering the possibility of a women’s
arts workshop and women’s art festi
val. The group at present comprises
writers, painters, sculptors, composers.
All women artists are welcome as is
correspondence for more information
write
Women Artists Group, P.O. Box
21069, Edgeware, Christchurch.

SPIRAL
The first 52 page issue of Spiral is now
out. It contains poetry, prints, literary
criticism, and thoughts on women’s
art in a patriarchal art world. Contri
butions are from N.Z. women
including Heather McPherson,
Geraldine Harcourt, Jan Emetchi,
Helen Rockel, Rachel McAlpine,
Alison Mitchell, Jacqueline Fahey,
Stephanie Sheehan, Patricia Godsiff,
Rhondda Bosworth, Riemke Ensing,
Alison Laine, Elizabeth Smithers,
Joanna Harris, Anna Keir, Lauris
Edmont and Zusters. The magazine
costs $1.50 a copy and a yearly sub
scription from P.O. Box 21069,
Edgeware, Christchurch, costs $6.00.
Material for the next issue is currently
in preparation and contributions for
3rd January 77 issue must be for
warded by October 31st.

Radical Feminist Caucus
We have now had two meetings to
consider how the previous caucuses
have been structured and how,
gleaning from our experience of
these, we may organize ourselves so
that the more productive aspects of
our meeting may be effected. We
desire a structure which will allow for
small and large groups to convene,
politic, debate, organise, decide strat
egies; which will allow papers to be
presented, groups to make proposals,
network discussion; where we can
exchange information, share friend
ships and enjoy relaxation periods
that relieve heavy concentrated
discussion.
We are conscious of the past diff
iculties in effecting a coherent
structure within which all these activ
ities could flourish. We therefore
want to provide a sound overall
structured plan, which should reduce
a great deal of the anxiety and dis
appointment suffered at previous
caucuses from attempting to function
as the pervading mood willed. The
valuable experience we have all had
at these caucuses from breaking with
fixed, traditional (patriarchal)
methods of convening, should, at this
next caucus, help us use those old
methods for our specific women’s
needs of communicating.
So far we have not identified subjects
for discussion. We want participating
individuals and groups throughout the
country to give a lot of consideration
to this. We suggest that individuals
and groups present their ideas for
caucus discussion, and offer papers,
reading lists etc, which in turn can be
distributed to each woman registered
to attend the caucus, well in advance
of the event. This will mean that
each contributing idea has its chance
of being well understood in the con
text of its supporting background,
reading lists, papers, etc. Examples
could be; money, ‘lesbian separatism
in the women’s movement’, ‘mat
riarchy’, ‘collectivism’, ‘heterosexual
privelege’ etc. One of the difficulties
with our caucuses has been that so
many women have such varied ranges
of experience in feminist dialogue/
background. In order to bridge some
of these gaps, it is absolutely imper
ative that we help each other to do
our homework and provide ourselves
with an informed background to our
heritage of feminist thought, writings
and action.
We therefore suggest each person, and
group participating begins now to
consider those topics most urgently
in need of presentation and to prepare
material, gather reading lists, find out

what video-tapes„records, slides,
recordings are available. The mech
anics of sharing so much of this can
happen before the caucus, so that we
are familiarised with each other’s
ideas, and don’t have to waste valuable
time explaining or learning things that
are simple background details.
The operation of the network and
future caucus plans will be discussed
at a general group meeting time on
the Saturday, for a specific time, so
that votings and decisions are not
left to the last moment on the last
day.
We are planning for specific orienta
tion and meal times, roster duties,
relaxation times and entertainment.
We would like to have a non-verbal
meal and encourage women to
bring their own writings, plays,
paintings, instruments with them.
We are planning for a party/dance/
entertainment evening on the Satur
day night, so all contributions will be
really welcomed. We’d also like to
gestetner, in advance, a Women’s
Song Book, so please send words and
scores to us, as soon as possible. We’d
like women to bring their tarot cards,
wicca books, cultural and defence
skills - any knowledge that can be
shared.

The camp is thirty miles from Christ
church and transportation will be
arranged. We’d like all women part
icipating to be present for the entire
weekend, as late arrivals have made
previous caucuses difficult to keep
coherent. We cannot stress this too
strongly, it is vitally important that
we are together for the whole of the
weekend and that communications
don’t get confused, so try and plan
your stay for the complete weekend.
Help this caucus to be the most
coherent and sharing one yet by
contributing NOW! Write to us at
our Box Number 21069, Edge ware,
Christchurch. Further information
will be posted to you on registration.
We would like to have all registrations
in by late November, that is, Friday
26 November, wherever possible, so
that women can organise holidays etc.
around this date. In the next Broadsheet we will publish an outline of
suggested structure for the Caucus, tak
ing into consideration any suggestions
we receive in the meantime from femi
nists. Please send these to
Radical Feminist Caucus,
Box 21 069 Edgeware,
Christchurch.
Christchurch Womanshouse Collective

The 1977 Radical Feminist Caucus is
to be held at Glen Tui, Christchurch
from Friday night 28 January - 5 p.m.
Sunday 30 January. The camp accom
modates 120 people and has a nearby
swimming pool and nature walks. Cost
will be $8, including transport to and
from Christchurch. No creche will be
provided (unless other arrangements
are impossible). Things to b ng:
sleeping bag, swimming togs, cutlery,
plate, cup, tramping boots, feminist
literature, poetry, musical instruments.

Discussion groups
Wellington Feminist Collective is hav
ing discussion groups on basic feminist
issues. These will be informal meet
ings with coffee provided and one of
the collective talking about an “intro
duction to feminism”. Meetings are
held every Wednesday at 7.30 p.m. at
the Wellington Women’s Centre, 144
Willis St (Resistance Building).

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Gestalt therapy

Books avai]abfe

I am connected with a women’s gestalt
therapy collective in Minneapolis. I am
at present in a training programme for
gestalt facilitation but plan to return
to New Zealand. Could any humanist
psychologists in New Zealand or
gestaltists write to me ? I hope to do
gestalt in New Zealand and hope to
work just with women, artistically and
spiritually.
Veronica Kraft, 1614 Washington St,
N.E., Mpls, Minnesota, 55413, USA.

★

The following books are available from
Broadsheet, P.O. Box 47-261
Against the Softness of Woman - Jan
Kemp.
pbk !
$3.20
hbk $4.50
Lament for Ariadne - Rachel McAlpine
pbk .
$2.5 0 ..................................
hbk $ 3 .9 5 .................................
Name
Address....................

........................ ;.............................

Car stickers, help publicise Broad
sheet, send to P.O. Box 47-261 for
frpp stickers. State number wanted
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Continued from page 5
Editorial
alternative - outright repression ? The
conditioning explanation of inferiority
accepts the myth that discrimination
against women, repression of women,
has virtually ended. It assumes that you
can do what you want, and that the
only thing that is stopping a nice girl
like you from getting a well-paid,
high-status, interesting job is that you
have been conditioned against trying
or even being able to try. Let us
suppose, however, that your condition
ing hasn’t been 100% effective, and
that you do have a go. What happens ?
You wonder, at age thirteen, about a
career in the “ masculine” trades of
carpentry, boilermaking and the like.
But your school (like the majority of
N.Z. high schools) either forces you to
take homecraft or does not encourage
you to take “ boys’ ” subjects. At
seventeen, you think about being a
doctor or an engineer. But no one ever
encouraged you to take science, or
recommended those careers to you and
told you that science was a necessary
prerequisite, so you’re stuck with arts.
Perhaps you’d like to be a labourer
because it is healthy, outdoor work,
and better paid than nursing or sewing but no one will hire you. (See “ The
Worksong of Rio Roja” Broadsheet,
Jan. 1976)
You’d like to take on extra responsibil
ity at work, but no one. appreciates
how difficult it is to manage a family
by yourself and do more work. After

all, you haven’t got a wife to do it for
you. You try applying for jobs with
responsibility and big money, and run
up against a mysterious and unofficial
“quota” system, whereby women are
acceptable in such positions in maledominated firms just so long as they
are kept in a manageable minority. Or
the political climate changes, and
where once you had a say, you now
have none (as Christine Cole-Catley,
Mira Szaszy and Ruth Black were
removed from the Broadcasting
Council and replaced by men)
Eschewing male organisations, you
try and go into business on your own,
and you are immediately asked to
find male guarantors. If you marry,
you will find that your husband’s
signature is usually worth more than
your’s, when it comes to opening a
credit account, taking out a mortgage,
or engaging in any financial transaction.

any semi-permanent sort of sexual and/
or affectionate relationship with a man
and still receive Domestic Purposes
Benefit ? Not while Bert Walker has his
way.

While struggling to overcome your
conditioning, and get on in the work
world, you accidentally become
pregnant. If you decide that you don’t
want and/or can’t have the baby can
you get an abortion quickly and easily?
Not in N.Z. If you do want a baby, how
many employers will give you paid
maternity leave and/or keep your job
open for you for at least a year ? Pre
cious few. And if you do want to go
back to work while your child is young,
where will you find a well-run, profess
ionally-staffed and inexpensive day-care
centre which has room for your child.
Hardly anywhere. And if you decide to
keep your child without male support,
are you going to be allowed to maintain

Conditioning is no more a true or
“natural” explanation of woman’s
inferior position in society than the
“genetic inferiority” theory. We must
therefore reject the belief that
conditioning is the major problem
which women’s liberationists face
today. We must not assume that the
chief barrier to our liberation is merely
the conditioning which is holding
individual women back, and that it is
up to those women as individuals to
wake up and get cracking and take
advantage of all the glorious
opportunities open to women today. I
have listed above but a scant few of
'the many real repressions we still
meet in our efforts to be independent
and self-determining human beings.
Women who do try, even in such a
small thing as keeping their maiden
name, get knocked back daily. Even
the bravest warrior, if she is wise, will
not fight when the odds are stacked
against her. No wonder many women
draw back from the struggle. It does
not help women, or the women’s
movement, to split into a “ Them” the gi~at conditioned mass - and an
“ Us” , the somehow special deconditioned elite. We have all been
subjected to the same pressures to
submit to the female stereotype, and
only some of us have been fortunate
enough to have lucky breaks or
counter experiences which have helped
us make our way, and/or made us
feminists. If we want to help other
women it will not do to blame them
for being too weak or too silly to shake
off their conditioning. We must realise
that we all suffer from active repression
in our society, of which conditioning
is but one more, albeit pervasive,
aspect.

Cheap travel available for Broadsheet readers
Sally Mills is able to arrange
+ Cheap air fares to Europe
+ Working holidays in Britain
+ Best value holidays to perhaps
Bali, the Far East, Hawaii, Mexico, many more suggestions
+ Overland travel via Asia, Africa, South America, Trans Siberia, etc.
+ Special group airfares and arrangements to feminist conventions
+ In fact any of your travel requirements

Why Pay More ? P hone T rend Travel, A uckland 378-1 5 4 o r 74-770
e x t 562 o r call a t th e office:
H otel In te rc o n tin e n ta l,
W aterloo Q u a d ran t
or w rite to : C.P.O. Box 1 9 1 6 A uckland
Tell us that you are a Broadsheet reader

IKAVCh

Name..........................................................................................................................
Address......................................................................................................................
T e l e p h o n e N o ........................................................
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So you think “I won’t get caught again”
and ask for a sterilisation. If you’ve got
several kids and/or a history of dangerous
pregnancies you can ask. Otherwise you’ll have to beg. Well, at least you
may think, my kid won’t be
“conditioned” the way I have been. So
you send her to school when she turns
five and she comes home with an
attractive reader called “ What Girls
Like” , paid for and disseminated by
the N.Z. Government, which tells her
that “ Girls like playing brides; girls
like babies........”
IS THAT CONDITIONING - OR
REPRESSION !

Christine Dann

Full set back issues (including some not mentioned here) $9

No.21 August 1974 Violence against women.
Demolishing the myths about rape, wife
battering, self defence. Also non-sexist infant
readers in Albania.

No.23 October 1974. Women in advertising.
Models, airline advertising, T V advertisements,
working in the freezing works.

No.22 September 1974 A complete issue on
women in the arts in New Zealand. Articles on
New Zealand women writers, Katherine Mans
field, Robin White, Sue Holmes, Phoebe Meikle
and others.

No.24 November 1974 Aging and Older
Women. Interview with Freda Cook, old
people in psychiatric hospitals, turning
thirty.

No.25 December 1974 Women«and
Religion. A feminist in a Muslim Country,
women in the Catholic church, Virgin Mary
or fallen women.
No.2 9 .May 1975. Chinese women, interview
Robin Morgan, the problems of becoming a
woman lawyer, lUD's, separatism.
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No.30 June 1975 Hospital Amendments Act,
payment for housework, consciousness
raising, more on IW Y, Vietnamese women.
No.31 July 1975 Christchurch Women's
Centre, how Broadsheet operates, abortion
counselling, Greer, Reid on IW Y, Sue Kedgley
on New Zealand.

No.32 September 1975 Mastectomies, report
on United Women's Convention, female
offenders, report of Select Committee on
Women's Rights.
No.33 October 1975 Rape, Dorothy Jelicich,
the morality of abortion, photos from
competition, women and politics.

No.34 November 1975 Solo mothers,
mother's benefit, more photos,demystifying
parliament, Muldoon, separatism revisited.
No.35 December 1975 Home Delivery,
fiction and book reviews, the Bobigny
abortion trial in France, baby wage, hating
housework.

special

No.36 January 1976 lUDs, the politics of
housework, feminists bringing up daughters
unemployment benefit, reports of radical
feminist caucus.

The following issues are 60c each.
No.37 March 1976 Masturbation, interview
with radical lesbian feminist Charlotte Bunch,
female law students, Copper lUDs, 60c.

H

$1

No. 38
housewives, equal pay, family planning, women
Broadsheet Special $1 52 page booklet containing
at medical school, 60c.
articles like: Robin Morgan "Lesbianism and
Feminism", Jo Freeman "The Tyranny of
No. 39 May 1976 Women in teaching, drugs
Structurelessness", Beverly Fisher "Put your
and women, summing up IWY, the PM's
money where your Movement is". Six articles
Conference, 60c.
in all and pages of photographs. Invaluable for
discussion groups and women's studies.

Send this form to:
P .O . Box 47261, Auckland
Your name .......................
Address ...................

Poster of December 1975 cover at 50c

Please send me the following:
Q uantity
Price
Subscription at $6
Overseas Subscription $NZ 8
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Broadsheet special at $1 f
Back issues at 40c each
N o s ...................................
Back issues at 60 c each (
Nos ................................
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